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Summer jobs· How to get them· How to keep them ... Pages 13·20 
DuSable student 
speaks to Congress 
Congratulations to Robert 
Powell, a junior at Dusable High 
School, who spoke in front of 
Congress about passing the "Uni-
versal Student Act of 1993." The 
only student from Chicago selected 
for this honor, Roben encouraged 
Congress to provide free lunches for 
all students, no matter how much 
money their families make. He 
spoke to over 600 representatives 
from various states, receiving a 
standing ovation when he con-
cluded. Way to go, Roben!! For 
more info on the great things kids at 
DuSable are doing, see page 3. 
May 1993, Vol. 17, No. 5 
Teens selfish? 
NOT!!! 
So adults think we're selfish, huh? 
Well, according to the American 
Board of Family Practice, 78 percent 
of teens are worried about the 
environment, while only 72 percent of 
adults are. Sixty- two percent of 
adults are concerned with poor 
education, and 75 percent of students 
are. A family member becoming a 
crime victim worries 75 percent of 
teens and 61 percent of adults. Fifty-
eight percent of adults are concerned 
about a family member getting AIDS. 
Seventy-four percent of teens are. 
Safety over 
comfort ... 
So we all hate wearing bicycle 
helmets. But consider the risks: 
out of about 96 million cyclists, 
every year there are 950 deaths 
related to bicycle accidents and 
580,000 injuries. The risk is thr~ 
to seven times greater for people 
who don't wear helmets, but only 
2 percent of children wear them 
and less than 10 percent of adults 
do. The only two states mandat-
ing that children wear helmets are 
Georgia and New Jersey. 
School spotlight .................................... --.. ·-·· 3 
By Rima Vesely, City Editor/News, Lane Tech 
Clothes an effective 
UVblock 
Skin cancer is the most common 
form of cancer. Yet not just sun-
screen blocks the sun. Clothing can 
also provide an effective barrier. 
While sunscreens work by chemi-
cally screening out UV rays, fabrics 
act as physical blocks. The thinker 
the fabric, the tighter the weave, the 
greater the sun protection. Whether 
the fabric is wet or dry and what 
color the fabric is also matters. 
Darker colors absorb UV rays better 
than lighter colors. So instead of 
getting skin cancer, wouldn't it be 
easier to just wear some clothes? 
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• My friend the drug dealer, a 
heartfelt look at losing a friend 
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WHAT's RIGHT IN CHICAGO PuBLIC ScHooLs 
DuSABLE 
Editor's note: The Chicago Tribune recently ran a" n •port 
card" story ranking school:, on ~raduotion rate~ and tnt 
scores. !..ow onthatlist was DuSable lligh cltool. The cdltun 
at NE knew that DuSnble had il.\ scholars and athlete~. it~ 
spirit and its fellowship. We hope that this 1'1.'1)' persona/look 
at what DuSablc thinks of it'ie/f, its leaders and its 
newsmakers will be the first in an occa\iOnal series for next 
year focusing on what is right in Chicago Public School~ 
NEWS :MEDIA UNFAIR TO CITY SCHOOlS 
nyDonatdstokes A STUDENT STANDOUT SPEAKS UP 
I am a sc111ormnked NumberS out of a alwayswantccl 1oprovctomysclf!hatiam 
cla.o;s of 143. I was CJpt;tin of the varsny capable. 
basketball tenm, J 
have hem on every 
honor roll 111 h1gh 
school, I am a mem-
ber of !he Nauorol 
1 lonor SOl.•ct y and the 
Sp:.uu~h Honor Soci-
ety, r vmte for my 
school newspaper 
and was nan1ed a 
1992 1Jlmo1S Blxk 
Aducvcr. 
1 cho-.c 10 get an 
cducauon not be-
cause my mmhcr Dlin•Jid Sto~.c.r 
Growing up m !he 
projccL~ is hard :uld it 
take.~ a person \\i!h 
scJ f -motivation, 
leadership, and 
J...mv. lcll!,>ctosurvivc. 
In a -w-ay, some of 
my grammar school 
friends are my ex-
amples: Some are in 
jail, some have died, 
others arc drojroUIS 
or 1.hug users. If I 
don '1 \l,illltto be in !he 
same :.lll.lltion the] 
he rud h~·.ln.l so nl:Ul) b~l things :ilioul our 
~hool,that he Lbought1t \\ouldn't l '~rc 
10 go to th.: wa.-,hwom. 
Arc the '~hool~ I tl'(llx-cull-.c of !he made me. bm lx!- arc 111. I have to 
achieve the goo! I ha\ c t for myself. \\l.llth of UICir stu:kn~ orr !his another t~usc an cduc~uon IS s..>mcthmg r h.:t\C 
Ha' e }OU noticru the Chil.~go Puhhc 
&h . ,_· ar~ ah~ a) · ·mg u)lllpJ!CO to 
suburban s.:hoob? lnsll<lLI of lr} mg to 
find how our sch ls arc alike, v.c dwell 
on how !he) 'rc d1ffercnr. Tile medo puts 
schools like DuSahle do,,n ~'au:.c of 
their surrourldmg ncighborl1ood.o;. In the 
papers and on TV, schools hkc. 'cwTncr 
get the UliTJO:.t comphmcnLo;. J don't thlnk 
this companson is f:llr and neither should 
)OU. 
When Du.Sablc was visited b} swdcnts 
from both Kew Trier am Stevenson high 
schools, respectively, I learned about 
various stereotypes these students hlxl 
about DuSable. The} were told DuSable 
students never WCiltlO clac;s and thal SLU· 
dents could come and go as !hey pleased. 
Some thought there v.as a fight at our 
school where someone was killed cvcry 
day. Stevenson studcntJefTTumbull SUJd 
1l1c "nn11urs .1rc pr llll''ll m l" t s m'i<l 
lx'COme'fx~ 'mthcpubhr' numLB ~' 
hkc Sm agt' lnrqtw!J/It'S do 1101 m.tke the 
sitwuon ;m) ocuer. '1111 h<." U.'>C.S 111· 
tCI'\ ~~·" ~ aocl tall ti · fwm p.~ t )\'ars :ux.l 
iJto;isLSthes:uncistruel(xb}. fore amp c.. 
!he amhor st:ncs. "The nurn r of cluldrcn 
\\ ho h:J\ e 110 tea hers on a gt' en momm • 
mOucago' pubhc chwlstSncarl) !\\ICC 
the ~tudcnq fX.!I:UllXJ oL l w Tncr I hgh 
School in Wirmctka." Wh:u <h~ th1s 
stalemcnt mean? Do the children sit by 
!hem..<.elvcs? t\re sub tiu.1c tcachcrs the 
samcas'notc-<~chers'? Re~lmgthismakcs 
Lhc p..-rson !hmk. 'What IS the Sl'rt-c of 
going to school if you aren't learning 
anything?' 
A New Tner stulk·m said. '1nc only 
reason they rccogni;e u.c; is b...'"'C.Ju<;c we 
have money." Can thisbctheonly rca.o;on? 
!CT'COI)1 ! 
IJuSahlc I l! t d.:: 11~ ''I o '' m uw.m.ls 
fur h:mt!, ;ports, and acadcm cs, but the 
lllt.'(.h.I de fmc us not by !he <~cluevcrc;, hm 
b)Utelo,,t•t rc,hghdropoutr,tc:m<l 
UJC 01n1CS c-xurru1 • nUll de our school. 
t\rc we • mgt> be put Jo,m fore, r? 
Domen rsoftllciJC\\ mcd :1 1 
the afii l Ulat COlll>Wlll rJCgall\ c pubh lly 
has on u Ients! 
Bccau..-.cof UlC ncv. s Ill('(.l!:l' 1 rtr.l)al. 
:-ludell!~ m the Qu tgo PubliC SdJ Is 
ha\e lx.'Conlcwnchuonctlto 1\0!k :tg..1111Sl 
:n1d cnllCI/C c.~~: h othc: 't'at.L<;C of thu 
schools UllY nttcnd. 
To the mcmt ·rs of !l1c C hira.;u 1\C\\ s 
ffiL'\.11£ U1d} ou l"\ ertlunh: tltat > ou l.-oultl 
help improw our hllOis b) wnd111onmg 
U.~ !0 !hrnk U~l \\l' :u-e 'OIIC' .111ll !hat~~ Cl':.Ul 
work togelhlT a.<d live in p?;JCe? 
B) Ttlisa Ford PANI'HER PRESS WINS VARIED AWARDS 
In its first year of publicaLion, Panther Prrtl won The In-
ternational Second Place Awanl gi\'Cn by Qwll and &Toll, 
Jmcrnational Honorary Society for H1gh S<.:hool Joumal1~1s. 
'D1e evaluator wrote, ··n1c cff on of your staff Ul'~ 1 Vl'S <.:om-
mencbtion. Certainly yCJu have every right to be proud of your 
paper, its accomplishments arc clearly evident." 
The stalT and adviS£Jr make !heir self analysis and Quill :uxl 
Scroll Judges alS£> make lllcir cv.Uuauon. A minimum of rx 
Jssucs per contest year arc rcquirccl lO emer. 
f'antlrt'f l'rnsrCU:l\'Cdl\ 14 out of I ( [)(lpouu~. Nult: hwlllrCtl 
pO!nl~ arc ncnk:d for li~t plJCc. 
!'anther f'tns' Febmarv 191)3 ISIIIC 11ul !"' 1/oruvahle 
Hf'nlJnll \1 llh llt~falo r;ru\1.' 1 figh Schoo/ Ill the ( illl'gor\' (.1 
IU'II 'flOPI r nt dlou ,. mthc / 1JIJ1 91 C 'lru n~ollc a.!Juu• ( ltd! 
Chapter t{ tlu• Soucrv rf /'mfcmfJ!utl Jounwli.1t. Coltunbu.I 
Collt'J:f' llt~hSt hoo/Ne11 'PIIf!r r Conlt 11 A't teL t laMoort:110n 
jint plaa urtlu1 COtllt'.St for Ju r l'dllm wl t1f1fx'm in-.; on thi.1 
r>age. 
A hit d\-{')'C \iil'W 
/)u'loftf.- .IIUift'ftll Jhilrt ()fir 
oflht'lf ,., /uwl\ 111/rm /11>11\ 
1~ pl'l fnrtl w11h m·w foufld 
j,,,.,r/s m11tl,. tlw ins tlrt'lr 
1/w/rnl t'Xl hallf;t'f''"fl'll/11 
1111111 lilt Jar Nm th 111hur/•afl 
.\ltTtrll(>fl lit;; It <;, hnt•flll 
f1UIIfll' \ It'll 
DuSable pnn tpal, Clrarlt•s £. \lingo 11 cars a n·st 
~~Juch students mo lefor him (abolt ) tl..' ht• poses 
1\.1/h Du5ablc! swdcnt Altlu.·a Cherry, Jr 
CII.\RLE E. ~1I7'GO, A PRI\'CIPAL 
B) Jutiud ~~~~r~ \\ IT H \'I I 0 ~ 
Dt~'-;.tbk· I hgh. ~~Kl.' ll'\:OI!lllll'd fi.H 
('I.IUC!liOil:tl,l!Kl \~ lllllUlgSJ lll!tplll£1• 11,, 
1~ 110\\ tl!~lljll.llUU)I.'d lllth~o• rlll.'l.lt,l :t' .111 
uuK'r <eil) St hero! .tffitl.'ll\1 l'l) dm••., .u1J 
t;;Ulg.~. I 'tlur \ l'.ll s .!).;ll, Ull' Itt'\\ I" ,Lo;,-,ign,'t.l 
p1in i1 allh:ule~\lill£11\\,t!J..edul:ll ,!"1 
tiK>llght the bells \\lll' hwh·n," lh. ~u~.L 
"K1ds lll:Unc·d till' h.aJI, l'~o,.'l,liN' 11 \1 ,l., :1 
pl,k:llll.'ltlll k tht• d:J 100111 dOOIS :tfiC'r 
LI!C kUd} bdl k.t,mgm.nl) 'lud~o·nL' 111tlx· 
hall. Onkr l~d to be ll's!Oll'd -.lllrC' the 
huildmg's dtl<.lls \H'Il.' dJ:Hncd .md .tm 
stud~.·nL' l,lll' lor sdltl(ll h.td Ill\~ .ulunulll 
.t.m. to l'llll'r th1.• huild1n •.'' 
I k .tlstlltlUmlth.u "llll'J ,. \\ .1s .IJ'll>b 
km about g1.'llnlg IPp m>tch s!Udl'llls [\'· 
l.ll!St'''ktlll'lll.ll > 'dll\\lls "ould not end 
1h~.·i1 (l,·u~.·r stutknts " 
t-. lingo d,·,l'lllx·d mn~t nl ln.; ll'.tdt,•r.; 
as "111&'1.'d 11\dl\ 1d1L1b!~" bdtlll.' k .Jr· 
nwd lx'l.-.111~'. •· (h,·ll.' \\.IS 1\\l l.~o'ntJ.ll 
\'lSIOlllll lll!SSI\llllh,l!l'\ 1.'1VIllll' \'11\lld hll) 
111 to." E\1.'r) rJCv. k'. kr must • ·~· 
••1g.' ''( .un lookmg lllll) f1.1r 10p notch 
k';tdll'rs, "Ill' ,·:~,pl.lulC'd. 
~lrngn, ~~ 1Hix' rn. ~~ \\,lf\b .nd h<'!l· 
or~ me lud,· tl11..· 1-. ng Ll'g .. ') A\\ .u J ,UJd 
tlll'UilxmL~.·;." Idk .. Jlifull\'lll'lc \\\:~rtl 
u.'<, .,, !' .. !!,.\.'tog t<.orlmlmut' a.;'r 'rt 
for l)L,s. ' 1.' I k h.b .tl. • br ou$t n:~ouru· 
tluv ~~·hpw l:-.1b.:l!ldgr:mL,fmmgroup' 
hke I~ 1.' \ 1.1!.. \rthur f\lWJd.lll\ 11. lliKI I:' 
Olll' llt lh<' '' mding pnll<'ll 1b Of Ill<.' 
Cltt'lt'r Sd1 >b l'r,,g~:un. "h 'n' ,·km~.·n­
t.ll' xh< l(S.Ul' \ltc'>I<'R'J' \~ ith !h 'If ~"l'J 
!ugh ~·lt.x>l to pnl\ td,· tllhlrlllg .md OLh..:r 
ol<.ll\ Illes th.l!jll'(\111.' \\lll!lg'll.'" f1>r !ugh 
~·hvul.md l\') 1111d. 
·nu.S.thk h.ts .1 l'l.'nll.tl.' ~~i,,n, l•' g~.·t 
:,ttldt'l ['.II' \U 1\ 1.' Ill :1.-illi.'H' th1.'l! :.'fl.'. II 'SI 
1'-'I<'Ill .11, ll\llll.ltk·r \\h.ttth,·u .K~Id ... ·n•1,· 
\I! 1.'\lllil IIJ\ll (1,1\~~!Ulllld 1<' :>.lld \ hll~\). 
· 1 )u\.il'k Ill gil 1s ~.m~.· ,,r tk t,·:.t k,Tt 
~'l'1e1s mth1• syst,·m." 
Teen visitor breathes in air of hope at 
The experien<le of a lifetime 
New Expression teen photographer Marizess 
Caamic (upper left), reporters Kash'shawn Tyler, 
(upper right) and Chanda Rowan (bollom left) and 
Bonaventure staffer Bob Radiclcy meel all he 
hospice. 
B:~ ··.,o .... . 
Chanda Rowan 
City Editor/Features 
Morgan Park 
Photos by Maritess Caamic, Lane Tech 
year, I viewed a very 
werful exhibit at the 
Cultural Center. I found it 
interesting and disturbing. 
The pictures were of 
people coping with 
various stages of 
AIDS. 
One picture 
stood out in 
particular. The 
man's face was 
very thin and bony 
looking and yet he 
looked-peaceful. 
I read the 
caption and gasped 
in horror. The 
man was dead. 
These were 
pictures from 
Bonaventure 
House, a place 
where AIDS 
patients live and 
receive medical 
attention and 
emotional support. 
I had never heard 
of Bonaventure 
before. 
"Aren't you afraid of catching 
something?" one of my friends asked 
me when I told her of my plarmed 
visit to Bonaventure. 
In all actuality, I had 
How hopeful can 
you feel when 
something like 
AIDS is 
the flu and felt that if 
anyone would be 
catching something, it 
would be the residents. 
Bonaventure House 
reminded me of a 
dorm. There were no 
medicinal smells or 
nurses rushing around. 
I felt a wave of relief 
wash over me as I saw 
chipping away at 
your life? 
people passing through 
the lobby. Most of 
them looked lively. There was no 
scent of death in tl1c air. TI1Crc was 
an air of hope. 
I had to summon all of my 
courage to speak to the five people I 
met; I didn' t wanlto say the wrong 
thing, nor did I want them to think I 
was afraid of them. 
Almost all of the people I talked 
AIDS hospice 
A VENTURE HousE 
to, however, put me at ease instantly, 
each with a different story to tell, but 
they all had the same tone when they 
spoke. It was a tone of acceptance. 
It seemed so tragic to me that these 
people were accepting death. AIDS 
is an incurable illness that completely 
alters the lives of so many people. 
It altered the life of one man I 
talked to so much that he could not 
bear to tell his children that he had 
the illness. He has been cut off 
from his family. Th:1t is something 
that would shatter my whole 
existence, because my family is a 
vital part of my life. 
Another man that I met had 
problems remembering things. He 
forgot things as simple as meetings 
on a regular basis. This was all due 
to AIDS taking over his body. 
The next man was perfectly fme. 
He seemed not to have any worries. 
One man was very cautious while 
speaking to me at first. He paced the 
room during our first meeting. He 
seemed as if he was choosing his 
words carefully. I talked to him 
briefly at that time. 
Later, I visited him in his room. He 
was hooked up to a diclysis machine 
to regulate the function of his 
Jcidneys. At first, I kept my eyes 
steadily fixed on the machine, but 
then I became used to its presence. 
As he talked, I looked at the 
pictures of him and his sister that 
hung on his walls. A sickly yellow-
ish-green man had replaced the 
healthy, colorful looking man in the 
pictures. Now, he looked tired and 
blank. A smile rarely covered his 
I felt a wave of relief wash over 
me as I saw people passing 
through the lobby. Most of them 
looked lively. There was no scent 
of death in the air. There was an 
air of hope. 
face, but when one showed up it was 
faint. 
The person who had the greatest 
impact on me was a woman who was 
unsure of how she got AIDS. A 
former drug user and prostitute, out 
of the five people that I met, she 
seemed the most relaxed and well 
adjusted. She volunteers at a 
community outreach center, and gets 
out whenever she can. She said that 
having AIDS, in a twisted way, made 
-
-
' . 
, ,' : 
a good impact on her life. 
She got out as often as possible, a 
practice the others reserved for sunny 
days. She never looked sad as she 
told her story -- she looked strong. 
Before that day at Bonaventure, I 
could not begin to imagine what 
living with AIDS is like. I could not 
picture myself or someone that I 
dearly love wasting away to 
death. The residents of 
Bonaventure see their good 
friends become sicker daily, often 
dying. 
The closest I have come to 
seeing people travel through the 
stages of AIDS is seeing it on 
television. 
I thought about these things on 
the train ride home. I had so 
many feelings running through 
me that I wasn't sure if I could 
straighten them out. The most 
overwhelming feeling was one of 
fear. I realized that even with present 
medicine, there is no way out for 
them. The acceptance of the residents 
at Bonaventure holds a bit of hope. 
But how hopeful can you feel when 
something like AIDS is chipping 
away at your life? 
Former drug abuser and prostitute Fela, (pictured above, reading in her room al Bonaventure and above left , discussing her 
life), said contracting AiDS has given her a chance lo help others. She spends most of her time traveling through her 
community telling the story of her past in hopes of saving others f rom the mistakes she made. 
In the face of AIDS, Bonaventure residents 
find new hopes and dreams 
D) 1\Jsh' h:mn T)ler, :\torg:m Park, StaJT Writer 
lfhere IS nothing very memo-rable about Mark's physical features er personality traJ IS. 
He IS easy-going. talk.al.ive. 
and very expressive wilh his hands. 
However, his words are unforget-
table. "lmaglne waking up wilh no 
dreams," he says. ?\furk has AIDS, and 
AIDS, he says ''shatlcr5 your 
drcarn.s and hopes.'' 
Y ct. in the face of tus 
illness, Mark smiles aru 
!.au~ often. His old dreams 
and hopes may be gone. But at 
the Bonaventllre hospice he 
now calls heme, he is building 
new ones. 
He's far from alone in his 
struggle. Looking at }ljs fellow 
residem.s ofBoruJvcmurc 
House, a ~cc fer peop16-
wro have !he HIV VllUS or 
AIDS. docsn 't reveal their 
illness. But in !his place where rcsidcllL'> 
can peacefully continue thelf hvcs. they 
make il ele:tr why !hey are here and th:u 
they are living. not dying. with AIDS. 
For people living in Bonavemurcit is 
a refuge for the remainder of their lives 
where they rccci ve constant Sl.lj'J!XWt and 
medical trcatmcnL For some people life 
means oppcnunitics, gains, cxprienccs 
and memories. For people like Mark 
the lives that they lived before AIDS 
now takes on a different meamng 
Mark was diagrx>sed as having the 
HJV v1rus in I 986Jn 1991 he wa<; 
diagnosed as having full-blown AIDS. 
Mark, who found out about 
Bonaventure House through a weeki y 
magwjne for homosexuals called "Gay 
Olicago", ooce lived in Detroit. Mich. 
and came to Chicago because he 
nccdcd assisted living to maintain his 
health. Mark who is a homosexual 
contracted AIDS through unprotcct.cd 
sex. When he first found out he hJd 
fUV he wcm through a pen of dcmal: 
He said everything was taken awa) 
from him when he ca11firted A fDS 
Mark was lf) ing to portray the dcvaqa-
uon he felt lcarrung he has a terminal 
disease. He ha.-; to stop and thin ahou1 
something he va!UI.'llto help him cope 
with kno\\ing: "We're hvmg each day 
with AIDS." 
Being infL'CLCd with~ HIV viru.~ h:t~ 
had a JXJwcrful eiTca on Fela's hfe. 
Fcla had been waiting to contr..k:tlllC 
HIV viru.~ bcc<Ju.-;c she wa.' homeless, a 
prostJtute, and an IV (tntmvenou.') drug 
user. She found out that she had HIV 
when she wa' bl~ding llrough her 
nose. Fcla said she had no strong. 
emotional rcac.tion to the dio;covcry. "I 
can't remember,'' she said, "that I fel t 
anything." 
Learning she h.1s HJV has brought 
Fc:la and her fam ily m Pucno Rico 
closer togclher Fe Ia told one fric1x.l !>he 
was SICk and, "She hun my feelings." 
Bccall'>C of that experience Fcla has lost 
conua with other friend~. She isn't 
sure whether or not they know she has 
HIV and is afraid of other negative 
reactions from them. 
Pela hates the thought of "waking up 
and limlmg out someone 1s b'Onc" Shl: 
ro., bc..'l:n at Boruventurc the longest of 
nny resident -about five year;- and 
ha.-; S...'Cll other rc:o;iili.'flL~ she ocfricrd.'\1 
die. It OC!cns her bccau..;c she will 
TK"\'ct. ~c thc:m a~ but she's happy 
the1r suffcnng 1s over. 
Fcla lS noi(l'Jgcr a drug abuser or 3 
prostitute. \\1ule living m 
Bonavl'llturc she h: ~ ~u 10 
Change: her life t)IC am !,'Clan 
ru~on. To irflrx'ovc her life 
before she dJCS Fcla tries to 
help others rqxur their hve;. 
Sh~ • y she wnnL~ to make u 
diffcren".: m ~oplc' 11\'l: 
hke othrr.; have nule 111 hl:rs. 
"If I coold have donr it 
ngam I '' ou!J nbsuun," l·cf,t 
n. , \ oicmg hcr regn~ about 
her hfcstylc. ''hieh led to her 
commcung AIDS~ well a_, a 
pamfullife. She wnn~ olhcrs 
to learn from her nust.'lkcs md m hc.r 
cummumty outrcxh he sh:tr her 
message 10 ", \b uun from . ll' s 
really noL:IS gre:u il' pl'ople thmk H " •· 
Arx.L shl· s:ud. not wonh g1ving up )OUT 
life."! fc I good. lt (/\IDS) h lf.X'll m .. ·w 
live a heucr ltfc (<md) to sh;lfC my hfe 
w1th other ~oplc. I have umc to do 
llung.~ I've 11\.'VL'T done, I've got a SLWnd 
d1ancc, since I've bc..-cn dytng to live." 
lv!Jch:tciJs not sure whether he 
contr.k.'tetl A LOS through unprotL't.'tt'll 
sex or rv dmg LlliC I h: WU.\ dJ<IgllOM.'d 
as having AIDS m 19XR. At the time, he 
and hi~ f;uhcr w~.·rt•n ' t 'll'-'a~mg hcCJIL'iC 
of Michael's horlKlS...'Xl.l4llity I k' never 
hoo ll1e opportunHy to work 11 out be lore 
h L~ faU1er d1cd. Regardless of h1s 
relationslup w1ll1 h1s faU1cr, Ma:.hacl and 
his SJl>ter have 3 great rcluuonsh1p. llcr 
picture hangs in his room, and he wns 
very cxciwd about an urx;om111g lflp 10 
sec her. 
M1ch:tel also deals wtth diabetes. 
wh1ch he has had for 17 years. lie takes 
ml'(hcauon four umes daily and has a 
d1alysis tr~enL Th1s tre:llmL'lll 
replaces the func.tHJil of h1s k1dncy 
wh1ch ha5 stoPJXxl v.orking. 
I lowcvcr, nothmg h.'l~ taken MIChael 
away from his love for art. v. r }-
says is hL~ favorite past tim 0:1 of 
M1chacl's works hang.> in Bonav r urc. 
The p;unung. Michael says, IS oft wo 
spiriL<; utSide ea:h other. Nhchacl says 
~ spiriL'> rcpri.!Sent one heart and one 
soul. M1chael who enlhusJa'>tJcally 
SJJI.'aks of his painung cxpl;uns 1t to be a 
work dealing with spirituality, which he 
says he fL-cls comes from v.ilhin. 
tvluvell says. 'The fif'ottwo months I 
secluded myself. Something new was 
happening m my hfc,'' he says. Marvell 
contr..ll:tcd AIDS through unprotected 
sex. He said he found it hard to OCO..'JX. 
When he found out hchai AIDS. he 
aicd 
What helps him rest the !(.'31'; is an 
tHY -suppon group he belongs to called 
",\kn of ,\II Colors." 
M"U\ cll1s f rrul nnd thin. wxl has a 
holiO\ k• t' .1bout his ey~ It L' mth u 
\\ avcnng vo1cc that he spo:-.lks of his 
e:qxncnccs w1th AIDS. ~tlrvcll's 
memory is dimini-.hcd by hl~ illness arxl 
he must depend on others to help him 
w1th daily tasks. Regardless of his 
Illness and the hard.< hips which go along 
w1th having AIDS, Marvell tries to keep 
a pos1tivc frame of mind and be 
procluCilvc. "It's 1101 gomg LO ~fp to be 
depressing." He wo11 't dwell on h1s 
illness. 
I Ie feels thai lack of education 
contributes to AIDS'!;preading, 
especially m his community, which is 
African-American. "In the blxk 
community they have I10l cducalcd 
themscl\es about AIDS,'' he said. 
'They're not aware of what's gomg on." 
Although there is no known cure, 
Mark feels L'lat a positive attitude 1s 
trcalmLTil enough to help those infected 
wi:h AIDS stay alive longer, while 
medical scrcnce uses AZf and 
pentarrudinc as trcatmcnL 
Mark says he feels thai. ''The rext 
aisis 1s gomg to be t.ccnage or adoles-
cent AIDS ' Even though many 
teemg;..TI 0011' fccllhat AIDS 1s 
common or poss1blc for their group. he 
~d. "I don't feel smglcd Out fer lius 
d~'a~ Thts cliC:C.l.'-C IS alrca..Jy \qthin 
)OUT group." .\lark wants )OUth LOa:· 
thcnl<..Chl: : u\1/hJt IS II that )OU value 
most in your ltfc? Is it v. onh giving up 
for the sake of unprotected se"(?" 
(lop nglll) Fflt'ltd.\ Mirlklt'i, Fc'itl uml M.vvd/ I'll}<'} 11!11(' IVJ;<'Iht'T in tht' n rt>t>m 
at Bvnavnrlurr Mc~rlc, (trfoc>~t' lt"ft) "r<ho lias J{'<'nl a J:t><'d clllltJUnl ojt1mt' rt11<"cling 
on h•s life aftu h1.f i\JDS dulf;n<>s•s. pc>ndus a p1r1uu lkmging in Ronovt·ntuu ~· 
}wl/way. flt'rause hi' IS a dwhl'llr, M~rluu-1 (uhc•w) must gi~ llinm·lfdwl\',fl.~ 
(ft'fl lml'nl tUU/)1 10 SUV<' }us /Cidnt•y. 
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Common teen problem must be treated 
What do you do when feelings of ambivalence 
become more than just occasional negativity and 
depression threatens to become a way of life? 
By Carlean Ponder 
Staff Writer 
Whitney Young 
tpeopleoccasionallyexperi-
ence what is known as a nor-
ative depression, a mild state 
of depression usually stemming from 
an emotional disorder. One example of 
a type of depression teens often expe-
rience is psychoneurotic intropsychic 
depression, a not very severe type in 
which teens have a strong ambivalence 
(a mixture of good and bad feelings) 
toward their parents. This ambivalence 
could be caused by parents divorcing, 
abandonment, or a sibling's birth. Two 
typical symptoms arc temper tantrums 
and delinquency. 
Although there arc different kinds of 
depression, symptoms are often the 
same. Ken Mitten, a Youth Outreach 
Services counselor, said some of the 
basic symptoms are flat-toned speech, 
negative changes in the person's ap-
pearance and how they carry them-
selves, and downcast eyes. Mitten has 
come into contact with a number of 
teens suffering from dysphemia, a type 
of depression that causes the person to 
exhibit a numbness of feeling, so the 
appearance is of someone who doesn't 
care about what is happening to them. 
Most teens at Youth Outreach Ser-
vices arc referred by school counselors. 
Treatment can last three or four sessions, 
or as longasaycarandahalf,depending 
on the severity of the problem. "'The 
counselor's job is to help change the 
problem," said Mitten. "The patient 
BOUTIQUE & SALON 
4 3 3 S .. DEARBORN 
CHICAGO 60605 
-
~~turin; RENTAL EVEN;ING & ] ~COCKTAIL DRESSES !!~ \ 1 
starts the process by telling why they are 
there and what they want from coun-
seling." Treatment involves weekly 
meetings with the teens and/or his or her 
family. 
Another Youth Outreach counselor 
cited mood swings, appetite disorders, 
constant sleepiness, and self-isolation 
as symptoms of depression. 
"Most of them (teens) are suffering 
from a mild depression and they're just 
looking for someone to talk to," said the 
counselor. 
Debra Zwick is a psychotherapist 
who gives girls their chance to talk 
amongst themselves at an all-girls group 
at her office. The girls, ranging in age 
from 15 to 19, meet on Wednesday may act out sexually, become confused 
nights for group counseling. "Depressed and have a hard time making decisions, 
teens act out in all different ways. They or they may lose interest in activities 
r 
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Illustration by Mci Moy 
they used to like," Zwick said. "It's 
important to go to you counselor or see 
a therapist if you're not doing well." 
According to one high school social 
worker, teen depression is more preva-
.lent than people think. Breaking up with 
a boyfriend or girlfriend, getting low 
grades, and family issues arc some of 
the main reasons students at the school 
come to her. 
"The students come in because 
something has happened and the prob-
lems seems to be escalating," the social 
worker said. "Also, people who have 
unrealistic expectations about their life 
or who they think they are may be more 
likely to get depressed." If the depres-
sion is prolonged and goes untreated, 
field workers warn that it may end with 
suicide. 
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Rave parties lead to thrills and trouble 
Sometimes a slamnzin' party can land you in the slammer 
By Brendan Brown 
e term "Rave" originally 
nly referred to a specific type 
party - undergrow1d, floating 
techno-music bashes so strongly 
associated wilb drug uSe. Gradually. 
however, anyone Lhrowmg a ware-
house party was calling it a rave. 
These parucs usually mvolve 300-500 
people from acros !be cit) and 
suburbs and cost between S5-S8 to 
enter. 
Soon after the media began 
reporting the trend, the police needed 
to show they were senous about 
cracking down. "'The police are a lot 
smarter than people gjve them credn 
for." says DJ Poi-Rok, 19, a member 
of Radioactive Productions. He said 
police pick up party Oicrs like 
everybody else at record, shoe and 
clolbing stores. Radioactive Produc-
tions is best known for its 1,500 
person event at Jefferson and Lake 
streets last J unc that attracted 15 
squad cars, four paddy wagons and an 
ambulance. "It was the fattest pany 
of the summer, legendary," , ays Pol-
Rok. 
Pol-Rok said 1t 's th1s kind of 
adrenalme-pumpmg energy that keeps 
him going to Raves. What also g1vcs 
him a thrill, but one he'd rather avoid. 
IS gettmg arrcst<.."d. Recently two 
members of hiS crew were arrested 
\\hile helping a friend host a party 
and held for s1x hours by Drug 
Enforcement Agency and Department 
of Revenue agenL~. 
Another pitfall is that you might be 
taken advantage of by a business 
partner. "Only !brow parties wilb 
people you know super well," he 
says, "Not people who've thrown 
pan1es before, only your friends." 
Stumpy, 18, another party goer and 
thro~cr, agrees with Pol-Rok's 
statement. "People sec money and 
the} don't care. they'll rip you off.'' 
He S<J)S bartenders often pocket 
profiL~ and people working the door 
always let fncmls Ill for free. 
The} arcn 't !be only ones to look 
out for. Warchou.<;c o.vncn• have also 
been known to cheat pan y lbrower ·. 
Stumpy says." Jvar (a friend of his) 
f--d up bad. He signed a contract 
Ulustnlion by Chula fr~nklln, Graphics Editor, KennedJ-IGng 
Sponsored by the Chicago Bar J1~oundation 
Think before you RAVE!! 
By Brendan Urown 
People come to rave parties with 
high expectations of fun. And though 
most wouldn't list leaving in hand-
cuffs as pan of that fun, arrests do 
occur at these warehouse get-
wgethers. 
The most obvious examples arc 
arrests for drug or al<...ohol 
possession. Under<Jgc drinkers 
could receive up 10 SJX months in 
a juvenile detention center or jail. 
However, the crimes usually only 
bring fines and court supervision. 
Drug- related arrests can be much 
more serious. Depending on !be 
type <>f narcotic, penalties could 
range from probation to several 
years in pnson. For example 
possessmg mariJuana, the drug most 
commonly found at a rave pany, is 
a misdemeanor 1f the quantity IS less 
than 30 grams. Those found guil1y 
Rave party favors as well as 
the parties themselves cmt 
m ean trouble 
will probably be put Oll iHObntion 
un less it is a repeat offense, then the 
sentence could be community 
service. 
People found possessing more 
than 30 grams of mar1juana wil l be 
charged with a felony. Penalties 
usually rnnge from communll y 
service to several years 111 Jatl, but 
the Judge has the power 10 g1vc a 
harsher Sl'lltl'I1CC. !lusts could be 
thargcd wilh selling akohol without 
a lit:~:nse .tml/or throwmg a party 
wi1hout a Vl'llliC Jll'mlll. Tlwsc 
charges b11111~ lllll's lK'tWl'l'll $20 
.uHI <, ~(l(l 
t\notltl'f rhann· lor 11rrcs1 ts d a 
COIIlf<IrliS ~l!'lll'd by SOIHCU!ll.! 
undCI I !l (II I r the t:Uilll a I: I IS lust the 
owner cot tid deny th<ll he nllowcd 
the p:utic1s in. 1-vc,ynnc at the p:uty 
could be churgcd with CIIIninul 
trespass, a misdemeanor, which 
carries a maximu111 penalty of one 
year in P' ison. 
but he lost it and when he went back 
!be guy had doubled !be price." 
These contracts arc only binding if 
signed by someone over 18. 
increased police pressure is 
causing many hosts to go lcgll- son 
of. By geuing one-night venue 
permits Jrom city hall in an area 
zoned for cntcrtammcnt, panics can 
be held legally. And as for !be 
alcohol, "We just have a bunch of 
guys who arc 21 who say it's lbcirs 
and !be cops can't do anything," Poi-
Rok says, laughing. 
But !bat docsn 't protect any party 
gocrs posscssmg alcohol. Officer 
Verd1cO of the East Chicago police 
station 5ayc; minors caught Wllh 
l1quor can get up to 6 monlbc; in a 
juvenile detention center allbough 
!bey usually get off with a fine and 
court upcrvis1on. 
57tX \\. lldnwnl 
('hi'·'l:"· llllnul' (1(\<>:,\.l 
:11.!17'14 soo~ 
Pol-Rok admits !bat legal parties 
may be !be way to go. "It's just 
getting easier and easier to !brow 
panics legally." He also says !bat 
establishments wilb on-going pennits 
are becoming increasingly receptive 
to renting out for raves. The Situation 
means less work and legal hassles for 
all involved. One maJOr concern is 
security, fights arc almost guaranteed 
and can brmg !be police quickly. "I'd 
ralber spend !be extra S2,000 and not 
have to worry about it, and have !bern 
provide sccurity."Pol-Rok said. 
However S2,000 is a lot of money 
and not every potential host can make 
up !be dtffercnce. It's for that reason, 
partygoers and throwers say, that the 
discs will continue to spm at illegal 
underground rave~ all over !be city. 
y<i> 
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Wotnen c:an tool their -way • 1nto 
Non-Traditional iobs 
veryone's heard of the woman's movement, the effort to bridge the 
gap between the sexes. Women have made tremendous strides in 
L-----~the last few years, becoming not only mothers and wives but also 
doctors, lawyers, and company presidents. Today, 58 percent of all women 
work nationwide. In Chicago, 1.5 million women rush to work every 
morning. 
However, most women still occupy low-paying traditional jobs. The 
majority ofwomen workers, 27.5 percent, work as clerical staff. If you're 
a female high school graduate, statistics say you will make 30 percent less 
than your boyfriend. Women who have graduated from college generally 
earn 29 percent less than their male counterparts. Even with a doctorate 
degree, women earn just 6 percent more than their male colleagues who hold only a bachelor's degree. 
Why is it that in the field of construction, (which can pay decently) only 1.9 percent of the workers are women? Why 
are only 8.6 percent of the workers in crafts and repairs women (and 
don't forget, union plumbers and electricians can make better-than 
average salaries)? Why do women make up only 25 percent of the 
workers in the fields of operators, fabricators, and laborors? Surely 
it's not because they are less talented than men. 
A wide variety of careers are open to women, if they only look. 
These two pages are dedicated to non-traditional jobs for women. 
Read on to find out what those careers are and for tips on who can 
help you prepare for jobs in those areas. 
Most women still 
octupy low-paying 
traditional fobs 
••. surely It's not 
b ecause they 
a re less talented 
than m e n. 
~ A NEW Opportunity ~ 
~ The fedeml Non-trnditional Employment fot ~ 
~ Women Act (NEW), went into effect in ~ ~ August 1992. It was created to provide a ~ 
~ wider range of opportunities for women, with ~ 
~ incentives to train and retain women employ- ~ 
~ ees and to maximize resow-ces available. ~ ~ Through NEW and Job Training Parmer- ~ ~ ship Act (JTPA), federal and state funds and ~ ~ grants may be used to provide training and ~ 
~ jobs to women in non-traditional jobs. - ~ ~ Jessica Olson ~ 
~///////////////////////////////////~ 
The Bureau of Labor estimates that between the years 1988 
and 2,000 more than half a million jobs are expected 10 open 
up in construction nationwide (photo courtesy Women In 
Trades). 
On a six-point scale ranking local employment opportuni-
ties in the 1990's from low as worst and best as most 
promising, NCI Research places the field of mechanics/ 
installation and repair as having a "good" (third highest) 
outlook. 
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~ ~ Women, Un;on•, end the Coel;t;on of Lebo' Un;on Women 
~ Less t11an 12 percent oftoday's women belong in a union.* ~ 
~ And since a woman in a union enjoys higher wages, better fringe ~ 
~ benefits,** working conditions and greater job security, the ~ ~ Coalition of Labor Union Women seeks to unify all women in a ~ ~ viable organization. ll works to promote unionism and to ~ 
~ encourage unions to be more aggressive in their efforts to bring ~ 
~ unorganiLcd women under collective bargaining agreements. It ~ ~ al o seeks to educmc and inspire women in the work force. For ~ 
~ mo<e illfonnatioo, call Johnn;cJacksoo" 738-0060. ~ 
~ *Union An organization of wage earnercs formed to protect ~ 
~ their salary levels and assure decem working conditions. ~ ~ **Fringe benefits You know, stuff like extra days off! ~ 
~ 
R) Jes ira OJ on 
.taiT\\'riter 
Bngan llil!h chnnl 
~ Job Corps places a ~ ~ foot in the ~ 
~ door of 
~ many iobs 
~ ~ ~ 1] hrough tlle Job ~ Corps, a federally 
~ dcd program, ~ any student.s 
~ receive educauonal 
?j instruction. Those involved 
~ with tllc program receive a 
~ basic education, GED ~ classes, vocational trainmg, % ~%~~ drivers education, hands-on work experience, ~%~% .-0
~ personal courtSChng. and career guidance and ~ 
placement assistance. ~.-0 % Ten Job Corps centers, all located m tlle M1d- % ~ west, ofTer a vanety of training for men and women ~ 
~ in more than 160 areas, includ111g automotive trades, ~ 
~ ~:~~;;~~~~:~;,:;;~~:~:~;~::~:;~,~="· ~ ~?j~%~ "'~~~; oHg;blo to jo;o, a studom most b< b<twcen ~~%% 
~ the ages of 16 and 22, be from a home considered ~ 
low income, be from an area that has conditions that 
?j keep you from getting an education or job, and be % ~ able LO benefit and complete tlle training. % ~ Students who participate will live in a dormitory ~ % setting with one or more person per rcx)m. Room. ~ % food, medical care, and transportation to the center % ~% are free. Students arc provided with either clothing ~%% ~ or money to buy clothing. Job Corps also pays ~ 
?j students a small living allowance. % 
?j Those interested should call the national Job % ~ Corps at 1 -800-733-JOBS ~ 
-~ 
Career Links 
serves as entry 
program into 
rest of your li~e 
The program ullrr~: 
C~rt'Cr Lmks, a program opcr.ucd by the \'v omen Emplo}cd 
Institute, is tlcsigneJ to rca::h teens ,tlli)Ut Lhctr c~'cr options 
after high sc-hool.\\ lliktheJXO!:-'Tilflloffcrs infomutiCI1 for those 
'' aming to pur.l.lc c:.trccrs t.hat reqUire L'Ollcge d<-gre...--s. such as 
XL'OwtL.ing or adwrusing. it also offers infonnauon on the sort 
or TXln-tra..lttional can:crs fur woml!ll sut·h as auHxnoli' c '' ork 
!lrcarp..'nt.ry,thatonl) rt'quirc apprcnu-.x-ship. \\hCre)t.JU\\Ork 
.L,~i~tlllg .1 pc1son in tlx• lkld. or a \\.X-:ttion.tl L'Oll!R' or t\\0, 
information and arti,itil'S in life pl:mning, rarL'I.'r L'v 
ploration, and job rcadinL':>S 
group rnenlo1ing by pruft~ionals 11 ho ll'<ld group 
!>l~'>ion.s, and crcalc and host sf.J(.'<ial CH'nts. 
• !tile' i!.il~. 11 ork simulations and othcre,·cnrs tllat tl~Jch 
thcstudentaboul '~lriou~indusuiesandOt~"'tpations.For 
more infonnation, clll Women Employed In~titute, 
7H2-3902 
Women ln Trades otT~r.-; tutorial work..'>hops 
'-------1 ... So you w~u11 to be a ~:;.up .. •ntL'I', 01 m.l) be an ciCL'lr11;1:11l but 
you'r~: afraid thllt )OlU :;!..il l ~ :ut'll't good ~·nough for the d,l) tll-
daydllill'S )Oll '' dl h;tvc'? Chtl·ago \ lUtll'n In Trade~ oOi.·rs 10-
wcek prc-npprc1ui~:cship tutorial wo1 !-..shop· ofkring hands-on 
extx•ricncc, and n build-up ttt such essentials as ph ·si('afcon-
ditioning, tool cducntion, and basi~ muL11 skills. For n1on: 
information on the workshops. which rost $50 nnd an: of1'l't\.'l.l 
in Fcbn.wy :md Octobl'r, C:.lll Women in Trades at 3 L-l~2-
l444. Scholw·ships at\' nvailublcl 
Y,. ••• ~ 
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The mi.il:iln"um"wage debate: 
exploitation or is less sometimes more? Is it 
By Eboney Lorton, Staff Writer, Whitney Young 
hat exactly is minimwn wage these days, $4.25 maybe? 
Now, Mr. Rooks fully supports paying job trainees and 
employees under the age of 16 less than rninimwn wage for 
the work they do. And I have to ask, why? Minimum wage 
itself is not much. You can't even get a decent meal for $4.25 (unless 
you're a McDonald's type). So expecting someone to be able to 
function in this society making less than rninimwn wage is total 
naivete. 
It's good business, but for whom? Only the company executives. 
Our country, of course, was built on the principles of capitalism, free 
enterprise, and the survival of the fittest and that's fine. However, the 
reason we're in such an eco-
nomic slwnp is that all the 
wealth is concentrated within the 
salaries of the CEOs (Chief 
Executive Officers) and other 
executives So, it may be a 
shrewd business move, but that 
in no way means that it's 
beneficial, especially not for the 
country. 
And as a teenager, I feel that 
paying people less than rnini-
mwn wage is complete exploita-
tion. Just because someone is a 
job trainee or younger than 16 
does not mean that they're not 
capable of doing the work 
required of someone who gets 
rninimwn wage. In fact, more 
than likely, they are doing the 
same amount of work, if not 
more. 
By paying them less than minimwn wage, you're not only taking 
advantage of those people, but you're setting a standard for all 
businesses. And that standard could evolve to the point where 
everyone could get less than minimwn wage. Why stan at the age of 
16? How about everyone under 18 getting less than minimwn wage? 
Or 21? Maybe even 40? 
It's (paying less than 
minimum wage) 
good business, but 
for whom? Only the 
company executives. 
Finally, the point and purpose of 
minimwn wage is that business 
can't take unfair advantage of their 
workers. The government decides 
on minimwn wage and it means 
exactly what it says- minimum. 
Businesses supposedly are not 
allowed to pay anyone less than 
minimwn wage because that 
would create another minimwn 
wage. And if businesses were 
allowed to mandate minimum 
wage, their workers would barely 
be able to subsist. Plantations were 
business, too and we all sec how 
much they paid their workers, so by paying anyone less than mini-
mum wage who's to say that we're not in effect returning to the days 
of slavery? It's just something to think about. 
So, before you give the go-ahead on paying workers less than 
minimwn wage, walk a mile in their shoes (they definitely won't be 
Air Jordans) and see how it feels to be paid less because of pure 
discrimination. 
By Andre Rooks, Sports Editor, Whitney Young 
Writer's note: I chose to write this piece from the perspective of a businessman to 
more clearly show his side of the story. I agree with everything I have said about 
not having minimum wage requirements, because even though most people may 
not agree with me, it's good business. 
ell, it's going to be swnmer soon and I honestly can't wait until it gets 
here. Swnmer is all that I could ask for- sun and student workers. But 
thanks to our government and the selfish society we live in, all of this is 
slowly changing. 
When I began my business many years ago, I was always able to hire 
about eight or nine teens for easy work in my restaurant, easy money . 
Now, with all those new laws and 
mandates, I am only able to hire about 
two or three kids. This is all because 
of these ludicrous laws supporting a 
steadi ly increasing minimwn wage. 
With no minimwn wage laws, I 
would be able to employ many more 
high school students and not work 
them like slaves, or as hard as.I work 
my regular employees. There is no 
reason that I should have to pay a high 
school student as much as I pay my 
regular workers, because they don't 
have the same amount of experience 
as my regular workers. 
This is where good business skills 
come into play. A worker should be 
paid for the amount of experience they 
have or the difficulty of the job. To 
protect the entry-level worker any 
Photo by Cleopatra Owens, Hyde Park complaints should be referred to the 
Better Business Bureau. If good business skills are not adopted by us, the 
so-called "Lazy Americans" then we have left ourselves open to wide-
spread poverty and foreign control of our money. 
Widespread poverty already exists in most of our inner cities, like 
Chicago. It is only a matter of time before this horrible trend spreads to 
the rest of America, eating away at our businesses. 
The only way we as a unified people can stop the spread of poverty and 
the fall of our businesses is to be employed, not most of us, but all of us. 
Although it may seem unfair because each worker would earn a little less 
than they do now, when you look 
at it from a different perspective it 
The only way we as a 
unified people can stop 
the spread of poverty 
and the fall of our 
businesses is to be 
employed, not most of 
us, but all of us. 
is best for everyone because many ,. 
more people will be employed and 
the work load will be lighter for 
everybody because more people 
will share it. Furthermore, the 
people that say that they won't 
work because they can earn more 
on public aid should be forced to 
work. Instead of adding money to 
our economy and helping it 
flourish, they are draining money 
out of our economy and aiding in 
its downfall. If our government can 
make up laws about minimwn 
wage they should surely create 
laws limiting public aid to only 
those not physically or mentally 
able to work. 
So the next time some politician 
or friend mentions minimum 
wage, explain what it really means. It means maximum work for 
minimum pay to the least amount of people. 
Photos by Maritess M. Cumic, Lane Tech H.S. 
Taking self expression in hand 
Expres ing his creativity in motion, Brian Crooks 
(left) of Lincoln Park High School juggles by the 
entrance to North Avenue Beach. 
For John Martin, 15, of Hirsch Metro High, a budding 
cartoonist, expressing himself means bringing characters 
and worlds to life on paper. Below, he holds his rendi-
tion of one of his favorite cartoon characters, the 
Tazmanian Devil. 
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Money For College 
$6.6 b11lion in /illlJJlC!al aid wen! unused 
becausestuden!s did not kttow 
where to apply .. unJil trxfay 
Is it true that many 
scholarship go 
unclaimed every year? 
Yes. 
According to several published 
reports,many scholarships go 
unused because "parents and 
students do not know where 
to apply." An often quoted U.S. 
Congressional study stated over 
S6.6 billion in private sector 
financial aid went unused. this 
is dispite the foct that,according 
to a Gallup PoLl," many young 
people are pass]ng up a college 
education because they don't 
know that the money 
is available." 
FUNDS THAT 
DON'T HAVE 
TO BE PAID 
BACK! 
COMP-U-CALL 
1-800-821-4746 
(ask for Dept CN) 
(312) 846-4747 
Daytime· Playtime 
Play all day with your special 
BUY-ONE-GET-ONE-FREE Coupon to 
II Six Flags· 
.Ill GREAT AJIDKA. 
--You'll both have fun for the price of ONE! 
Have a blast at the new for '93 BATMANTM STUNT SHOW 
The Midwesrs first Hollywood scale stunt show. 
Chicago: The Loop at 185 N. Wabash • 2906 N. Ashland 
555 W. 14th Place • Th"i'Brickyard • Ford ~M 
Suburbs: Deerbrook • Evanston at 1729 Sherman • Evergreen Park • Fox Valley 
Glen Ellyn nt 1100 Roo~evelt Road • Harlem-lrv~ng Plaza • Louis Joliet Mc:~ll 
L1ncoln Mall• Lincolnwood Town Center • Mernllville Plazn 
SEE 
THE ALL NEW 
BATMANTN STUNT 
SHOW 
Then enter to win a 
FREE 'PARTY IN THE PARK' 
for you and 24 of 
Ntle~ at 9513 N. Mtlw<.aukee • North Riverside Mall • Oakbrook Center • Orland Square 
Randhuroo,t • Rtver OCJks • Spring Htll • StrCJtlord Square 
your friends at~~=-
W1llowbrook at Rt . 83 & 75th St. • Waukegan at 2201 Grc:~nd • Woodfield 
See participating gingisS Formalwear stores for details. 
wm::mmnm~=w.m~~~~~~~, ~~"":..:::~;~s,~,,' ~!\\'O"o ..,. MA1'199t~~ "' 
Call 1-800·44· TUXES to be connected to a store near you. 
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Stats speak for themselves 
On Prom night think 
before you drink 
By Carlean Ponder 
Staff Writer 
Whitney Young 
he phrase "Don't 
Drink and Drive" has 
unfortunately become a 
ckneyed group of words 
with no real meaning. 
When looking at the deaths caused 
every year by drunken drivers it's 
impossible to think otherwise. The 
Mothers Against Drinking and 
Driving (MADD) organization 
estimates that more than 22,000 
Columbia 
College 
Chicago 
Announces 
SUMMER 
IN mE 
CITY 
people are killed in such accidents 
every year. 
Despite the continuous efforts 
made by such groups as MADD, the 
message doesn't seem to be pen-
etrating enough brains. It would be 
a lie to say that the message hasn't 
reached people because it has. 
Billboards, slogans, commercials, 
television shows, and even educators 
in schools have at one point focused 
on drinking and driving. 
The effect that drunken driving 
has is no secret. There is no excuse 
1993 
HIGH 
SUHOOL 
SUMMER 
INSTITUTE 
July 6th Through 
August lOth 
;\ unique pmgram createdfor 
b(l{b scbool Sopbomom, 
Junirm and graduating 
.\'('Ilion• to e.rp!mr Columbia 
Co//(ge, tbe city 1!/ Cbicago 
a111ltbe ·<·imal, fJl'Jforming 
and medw arts. 
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Dlustration by Noel Melendez, Chicago School for the Performing Arts 
for anyone to ignore the knowledge 
that's out there, destroy lives, and 
just receive a pat on the behind from 
the legal system/ 
convicted of a DUI is fmed and 
one hour later able to drive away. 
Jail sentences are out of the 
question, now that the prisons are 
so overcrowded. I think the 
bottom line is stripping repeat 
offenders of their licenses and their 
cars. In New York this law has 
already been instituted. About two 
Too often first-time offenders are 
fined and receive counseling if 
available. Counseling should be 
mandatory. Drunk driving is treated 
as an accident and its not, it's a 
violent crime. 
Jn lllinois the 
Driving 
Under The 
Influence 
Task Force 
has recom-
mended 
lowering the 
blood alcohol 
Drunk driving is 
treated as an accident 
and it's not, it's a 
violent crime. 
of every five 
Americans 
will be 
involved in an 
alcohol-
related crash 
at some point 
in their lives. 
Estimates like W'PAI.o/f'sr.iY~Lf!§wmw~ that demand 
count to .08 instead of .10. This is 
defmitely a positive move but it's 
that we prevent drunk driving in 
any way possible. 
FRESH CUT Fl.OWERS DAll.. Y 
* Exotic Howers .,. Plants * Ballons * 
* Silk Flowers * Fruit Baskets * 
* Custom Floral Arrangements * 
*Gift Items* Weddings* 
*Commercial Accounts Welcome* 
ClTY WIDE SERVICE . 
SAME DAY DELIVERY· 
IF ORDERED BY NOON 
WE ACCEPT ALL 
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS BY PHONE 
OPEN MON.- SAT. 9-6, SUN.12-3 
978-1333 
8621 S. STONY ISLAND· CHICAGO 
Reform summit proves 
students have more answers 
than administrators 
By Ana Cabrera 
Staff Writer 
Whitney Young 
For years now Board of Educa-
tion members, as well as teachers, 
parents and politicians have been 
talking about reforming our 
Chicago public schools. For years 
now enough has not been done. 
On March 27, Channel 11 aired a 
TV summit on Chicago Public 
schools. It seemed to me that the 
panelists touched upon a lot of 
problems of the public school 
system, but they never talked about 
what should be done. 
The students invited to watch the 
program by the Sun-Times also 
touched upon various problems. -
unlike the panelists the students 
actually gave suggestions for how 
to solve them. 
Farid Muhammad, a sophomore 
at Lindblom, said that what kids 
need to be taught at an early age is 
what a good education will do for 
them in the real world. 
Another of the suggestions given 
concerned extra-curricular activi-
ties. All of the students present 
were against cutting them and 
believe that after-school activities 
are an important part of school life. 
But although the public school 
system has problems I'm not going 
to moan about it because what it all 
comes down to are what we. the 
students, are going to do about it. 
Students should try to improve 
the student/staff relations and 
should enco~e parents to get 
more involved in what is going on 
in the schools. Students, it has 
come down to us, whether we 
choose to learn and whether we 
choose to make a difference. 
Although the saying has become 
a cliche from so much use, it's still 
true- We are the Future. 
HELP WANTED 
Girls Wanted 
from Dlinois, 
Indiana and Wisconsin, 
between 7-19, to compete 
in this year's 2nd annual 
1993 Skokie Pageants. 
Over $20,0000 in prizes 
and scholarships. 
Call today. 
1(800)PAGENT 
1-800-724-3268. 
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This eight page supplement is sponsored by the Chicago Department of Cultural Affairs 
Why New Expression exists ... and why 
we are doing tbis supj,Iement 
It doesn't take a Harvard degree to figure out that the economic forecast these days is gloomy. In fact, many college graduates are 
finding out that a four-year degree no longer guarantees a sturdy umbrella to softly transport them from the class room to the work force. 
But the game is still financial survival of the well-employed. And it takes more than combing the classifieds well to win. 
As staff member of New Expression, Chicago's citywide high school newspaper, we understand that commitment, drive, and training 
are at the core of a successful career. Our education does not end with the school day. Throughout the year, we trudge, with our book 
bags after school, to New Expression and become journalists, photographers, and graphic designers. 
This hands-on experience gives us a taste of the proverbial "real world" of adults as well as provides a medium through which we can 
communicate with our peers and the community at-large. 
Without racial barriers and glass ceilings, NE allows us to take leadership roles and to try our chosen careers on for size. If we find 
the fit uncomfortable, then at least we've acquired the basic skills needed to shop wisely in the job market. 
This jobs supplement gives us an opportunity to share what we have learned. 
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WOMEN IN COMMI..INJr.ATIONS- No1m-1 SHORE CHAPTER 
-Sheila Calamba, 1992-93 Managing Editor, New Expression 
"We think it's vety important to give students 
an overall picture of what jobs are avallable to 
them, not only now, but in the future," 
says Lois Weisberg, commissioner of the Chicago Department of Cultural Affairs, when 
explaining why the dty is sponsoring this summer jobs supplement. 'This gave us an 
opportunity to have students tell other students how important summer jobs are," she 
said. One of Weisberg's most important summer jobs projects is the Gallery 37 
program, a six-week program that pays teens to learn and aeate artwork and then sell 
it in the gift shop. 
Weisberg hopes that others will see the importance of summer employment for 
youth. As she puts it, 'Just a little care and attention can lead to meaningful work. " 
C ~ HICAGO SUMMER RNANCE wsn 
GLOSSARY FOR lHIS SUPPLEMENT 
Mayor Daley and 
Director of the Mayor's 
Office of Employment 
and Training Mary 
Gonzalez Koenig are 
pleased to invite 
thousands of teens 
again to partidpate in 
the summer jobs 
program as seen in 
these supplement 
pages. 
·The Mayor's Office of Employment and Training (MET) is the office Mary Gonzalez Koenig directs and is the 
office which administers the Mayor's 1993 Summer Jobs Program, also known as the Mayor's Summer 
Youth Employment Program. 
• Hire the Future is a program that' places teens in various corporations, it is administered under the heading 
"Corporate Chicago's Commitment to Youth Employment," it involves a large group of Chicago businesses and 
is run in conjunction with the National Alliance of Business. 
An interview with 
Mcuy Gonzalez 
Koenig 
By Brendan Brown 
Between high-tech computer automation, 
foreign competitiveness and an emerging global 
economy, the old-fashioned ways of running a 
business are being phased out and with them 
are going many old-fashioned jobs. The average 
high sdJooler seeking summer employment 
isn't concerned with these economic 
developments, but Mary Gonzalez Koenig, 
cilredor of the Mayor's 0/fjce of Employment 
and Training, said if they are serious about their 
futures, they should be. 
Koenig says that teenagers, 
minorities in particular, and women 
are what the new job market is looking 
for. "This is the work force for the 
coming century," she says, "and the 
century isn't too far away. Take a look 
at it, we're talking about less than 
seven years." As companies replace 
human workers with robots or move 
factories to other countries where 
labor costs are cheaper, entry level 
jobs - those that teens most often 
get - are disappearing by the 
thousands. Therefore, Koenig 
believes that the planning process 
has to begin today in schools. She 
mamtains that all teens in school are 
working right now. "Going to school is 
work. Part of your strategy for the 
work force is getting the tools 
necessary for participation in that work 
force." She says that helps students 
establish a VISIOn of where they want 
to go in hfe as well as the d1scipfine 
and pat1ence 1ttakes to keep any JOb 
Under Koen1g 's direction, MET has 
made great stndes to strengthen the 
hnk between schools and the business 
commun1ty The Yes Ch1cago 
Program has brought local h1gh 
schools and communilles, buswesses 
and the c1ty together to g1ve students 
concrete skills and job experience 
that they can translate into future 
employment The Health Career 
Program at Juarez H1gh School. the 
Entrepreneurial Program at Austin 
H1gh School, and the Metalworking 
Program at Senn High School are 
examples of how C1hzens. business 
leaders and government can JOin 
forces to help Ch1cago's youth. "When 
employers are looking for a skilled 
work force we have to develop and 
produce that work force .. the young 
people are exc1ted because they see 
a real relevancy between what they're 
learning at Senn High School and the 
work world of the metal industry; she 
said. 
Another success story is the 
Summer Finance Academy created 
by MET and the Mayor's Office. This 
program offers teens paying jobs at 
places like the Board ofT rade and the 
Mercantile Exchange. The 
advantages of this program are two-
fold. The first is the chance for teens 
to earn money over the summer. The 
second and potentially more valuable 
is that these teens make contacts 
with employers in the financial world 
"Part of your 
strategy for the 
work force is 
getting the tools 
necessary for 
participation in 
that work force." 
who mentor them on what 1t takes to 
succeed 10 that field. These employers 
then also know that these students 
have the sk1lls to fill future JObs The 
program. began w1th 20 students 10 
1991, expanded to 65 1n 1992 and IS 
proJecting 1 00 for the summer of 1993 
(For a story on students who 
participated in the academy last 
summer, see p-17) 
As for Pres1dent Bill Clinton's 
mass•ve proposed fund10g to c1ties 
for youth employment, Commissioner 
Koenig IS still uncertain what to expect. 
"We started off with $14 milfion; then 
we heard $44 millionbutit'sallstymied 
now because the Senate is holding 
everything up." She also states that 
whatever they might get helps 
because it gives students paying jobs 
for the summer but she would like to 
see more funding for comprehensive 
year-round training instead of just 
focusing on six-week summer 
programs. "It's really crazy because 
for the year-round programs I'm only 
going to have about $13 Milfion, for a 
longer term program. And then for the 
summer, anywhere from $30 to $40 
Million.· 
But what if teens can't get their JOb 
from a special program through school 
or government agencies? Don't be 
discouraged by your •ordinary• job, 
instead v1ew 1! as another chance to 
get ahead. 'vVJth every opportunity 
comes challenges and responSibility. 
And young people need to understand 
that the opportumties are coming your 
way and 1f you don t take advantage 
of the opportunity you will allow it 10 
go past you ." Koen1g says. She 
suggests teens utilize all available 
opportun1t1es. For 1nstance, 
• Develop skills through training 
and hands·on equ•pment use. 
• Gam any computer expenence 
possible. 
· Network w1th employers to explore 
other fOb openings and don t be afraid 
to ask questions. 
II you plan ahead and make an 
effort to a1ta1n your goal, you can 
ensure your future in the business 
world. As Koemg said, "I thmk that 
there are a lot of JObs out there that 
are very 1mportant and very 
challenging and very, very fun. I thin 
1f young people could enJOY their work 
and make money at the same time. 
that's a win-win situation: 
(left) M;uy Gonzalez Koenig and three HJ-Tek Aviation Paitidpants at the 
Amencan Airlines Training Fadllty in Midway Airport 
GET IN 11-IE (FLmJRE JOB) GROOVE 
WI1H SUMMER WORI{ 
If you want to know how your summer JOb may help you get on track for a 
future career in those areas w1th the most potential, read on. 
MET ·and HIRE THE FUTURE .. Employers, as seen m the followmg list from 
1992 participants, could help you take your first step toward careers 1n the 
following growing areas: 
• EATING AND DRINKING PLAcEs - Bacino's P1zzena, Grandma Gebhard's'' 
• INDIVIDUAL SociAL SERVICEs - Demicco Youth Services·, State and Local 
Education, Spaulding School' 
• HEALTH SERVICEs - Rush Presbyterian, St. Luke's Medical Center" 
• FINANCE - Seaway National Bank, Kemper Insurance, First National Bank of 
Chicago, Ernst & Young" 
·CoMPUTER SERVICES - just about any office with a computer gets you going !I 
, 
---
Mary Gonzalez Koenlg spends some time learning about aviation 
with a student In the HJTEJ( aviation program. 
HIIEK Aviation program grants 
skills for high-flying career 
"(lhe HIIEJ(·Aviation 
Program) combines 
instruction in invaluable 
skills to prepare you for 
the job market and the 
onre-in-a-lifetime 
opportunif}' to By an 
airplane. And you can 
also apply the skills 
learned in math and 
sdence to your evel}'day 
school work. " 
By Eboney Lofton 
Interested in honing your job interview skills? 
How about learning how to create your own 
resume? Or what about learning how to fly a 
plane? More than likely, you're probably won· 
dering what learning job skills and learning 
how to fly an airplane could possibly have In 
common. In the unique Mayo(s Youth Summer 
Employment program-sponsored HITEK 
Aviation Program, a program ·that originated 
through Florida's HITEK Learning Systems 
and is dually located at Richard Daley College, 
5017 S. Hermitage, and the American Airlines 
Maintenance Academy, 5333 S.lararnie, they 
combine instnx:tion in Invaluable skills to 
prepare you forthejob mcut«rt and the once·in-
a-ifetime oppOrtunity 1o fly an airplane. And 
you can also apply the skills learned in math 
and science to your evel,)'day school work. 
Program participants learn such things as 
flight rules, and how to cabJiate weight and 
fuel consumption. Once they are successful in 
these exercises, students actually get to take 
the controls of a plane, under close supervi· 
sion of an F M· certified 11ight instructor. 
Danielle Jordan, .a 16-year-old sophomore 
at Whitney Young aoo Fernando Delgado, an 
18-year-old senior at Kelly High School, both 
participated in the Hi Tek Aviation Program 
and had nothing but positive things to say 
about the program. 
lhey set up skits tike interviews," Danielle 
said. "We had to make up resumes and cover 
letters, also." She said that the program was 
beneficial in aiding her in her math skills and 
knowledge of science. She also found it easier 
to start school in September because she had 
been active in receiving knowledge over the 
summer. 
Fernando says he enjoyed learning about 
math and science through aviation instruction. 
"It helped me a great deal in school," he said. 
He recommended the program to his friends 
who could not be6eve that he got to fly in a 
plane. 
Both teens said they are now considering a 
career in aviation. So who knows? It could be 
you in the pilot's seat some day. 
"Hire th.e Future": a program 
CORPORATE SECTOR JOBS GM TEENS A FOOT U 
By Ed Luclous 
The school year is almost up, it's sunny outside, so you know summer is i-Jst arou 
What's a person to do, you ask? Well, maybe you didn't, but here are a few o~i1 
1) Sit around the house and have your family 
bug you all summer 
2) Join a gang and spend the rest of the sum-
mer hiding from enemies 
3) Do really neat stuff and get paid for it 
4) More school 
I don't know about you, but number three 
looks pretty good to me. Programs that help 
you do this include the Mayor's Youth Sum-
mer Employment Program, Jobs for Youth, 
or the "Hire the Future" program, also known 
as Corporate Chicago's commitment to 
youth employment. These programs can 
'These programs can 
hook you up with jobs 
that will give you 
much-needed 
knowledge to possibly 
help you choose a 
career. n 
the Futo1 
She says 
sibility, h 
taught m 
influence 
skills she 
career in 
hook you up with jobs that will give you much-needed knowl-
edge to possibly help you choose a career. 
Latish 
worked l 
duties ill 
ing, calc 
rards, ar 
Whew. I 
her choose a career, ij did he 
to be, (an accountant}. 
In discussing "Hire the Future" Cefia Ruiz of the Illinois 
Department of Employment Securities added that some stu-
dents are offered "apprenticeships" after the summer. Others 
may be offered full·time employment. One example is Luis 
Correa, who became so valuable during his summer session 
with the Reprographics Department of City Hall he was offered 
a job after the program ended. He became well-trained in the 
areas of graphics and printing. 
Fellow Dunbar student 0 
variety of computer progra~ 
and graphic design. She lao 
ington, Pittman and McKee"~ 
to various meetings and otrn 
decide that she wants to ha 
Libni S. Cruz of Farragut High School worked through"'Hire 
Mhough the deadine ha 
Future," check out page20to 
hook you up! So choose wi: 
BEFORE YOUR JOB INT£RVIEW 
PREPARATION • Past empbyer names-,-addresse• 
• learn what the company does 
• Have specific job, or jobs in mind. 
• Be prepared to answer questions such as. what are your 
strengths. and weaknesses? 
• Review your qualifications for the job. /.·:h 
• Hobbies and special interesiS 
• Special skills (typing, USing a 
• Sevetal Refere~ with 
• Usten to instructions! 
WHAT TO TAKE WI1H YOU /f:Jl 
• Your social security number 
• Read each question THOROUG 
·Write legibly 
• Driver's License 
• Don' dwell too long on one 
• Schools you have attended and graduated from and when 
• Activities you participated in at schoot 
How to get (anCI keep) :your 
By Ana Cabrera 
Wtlltney Young 
The time of the year is coming when you 
are either looking for a job, looking forward 
to ANOTHER fun·fllled family vacation or 
seriously considering becoming a profes· 
sional beach bum. 
If you ARE looking for a job here's a quick 
checklist that might GET you that job. 
'When going for the 
interview you should: 
• Go to the interview alone ( they want to 
talk to YOU not your friends} 
• Be on time 
• Fill out everything neatly 
• Listen and show interest in what inter-
viewer is saying 
• Always ask questions {shows your will-
ingness to learn} 
• Use good manners and good Eng&sh 
• Plan what you wiH say (why you at& the 
person for the job, your hobbies. inter-
ests and how they relate ~o the Job) 
• Look conftdent even if you OOil'tfeel h 
You should wear: 
Gvys: 
• Hair neatly groomed 
·Wear a tie 
·No earring 
• BUSiness type ck>thing in dark tones 
• Polfshed shoes tn qark tones 
Ladies: 
• Simple hair style, neatly combed} 
•NQ flashy makeup or nails; plain shoes 
LacHes and Guys: 
• Subtle jewelry 
. [
•1 
• I 
. ~
G 
that works 
fiNlHEDOOR 
tiute" last summer as a bank teller. 
the program taught her "respon-
how to deal with people, ard ij 
me ciscipine. • Anhough ij didn~ 
e her career choice, she said the 
sne learned will help her in her future 
nlaw. 
h Rozelle of Dunbar High School 
in the program for two years. Her 
rcluded data entry, payroll process-
'culating time sheets, running er-
answering phones, typing and fling. 
Akhough the program didn~ help 
help her decide what she didn~ want 
Oeni Lowe learned how to use a 
designed for word processing 
an accounting pb with Wash-
r. The experience she got going 
r outside freld work, has made her 
ave some sort of accounting job. 
passed for sign-up to "Hire the 
see how the Mayor's office can still 
, and good luc:k! 
• NO gum chewiJ1l 
•NO smoking 
• ~0 sunglasses 
•l<eep good posture 
Jlter you get the job: 
·~WAYS be on time 
·Do not abuse privileges 
·Try to use your common sense (but don't 
be too proud to ask a quesfJOn when it 
means preventing a big mistake.) 
·Remember names 
·Watch how others do their jobs 
·fake notes 
·Ask questions 
·Thank people who help you 
• folbw rules 
·Cooperate whh your supervlsot 
GOOD LUCK!!! 
What you need 
and whereto 
get it BEFORE 
you apply for 
the jobs 
By Marvin Patterson 
You need several pieces of information in order to 
apply for most summer jobs. Check out the following lists 
from the U.S. Department of Justice to make sure you 
have everything you need. Remember, this ist covers 
your needs if you were born in the Unijed States or noL 
IF you do not have one document from liST A, you 
need one trom LIST B to establish identity and one 
from LIST C to eS1abllsh employment eligibility. 
LIST A: Documents that establish both Identity AND 
employment eigibdity 
1. U.S. Passport (unexpired or expired) 
2. Certificate of U.S. Citizenship lmmiQration and Natu-
raization Service (INS) (INS Form N·560 or N·561) 
3. Cer!Jf1cate of Naturalizahon {INS Form N-550 or N-
570) 
4. Unexpired foreiQn passport w1th 1-551 stamp or at· 
!ached INS Form 1-94 mdicattng unexpired employ-
ment authorization 
5. Afien Registration Receipt card with photograph {INS 
Form 1-151 or 1-551) 
6. Unexpired Temporary Resident Card {INS Form 1-
688) 
7. Unexpired Employment Authonzation Card {INS Form 
I-688A) 
8. Unexpred Re-entry Permit {INS Form 1-327) 
9. Unexpred Refugee Travel Document (INS Form I· 
571) 
10. Unexpired Empbyment Authorization Document is-
sued by the (INS) which contains a photo (INS Form 
1-6886) 
LIST B: Documents tflat extab&sh tdenttty 
1. Driver's license or ID card issued by a state or outlying 
possession of the United States provided it contains 
a photo or information such as name, date of birth, 
sex, height, eye color and address 
2. School ID card with photo 
3. Voter's registration card 
4. U.S. Military card or draft record 
5. Miitary deperdent's ID card 
6. U.S. Coast Guard Merchant Mariner Card 
7. Native American tribal document 
8. Driver's icense issued by a Canadian government 
authority 
For persons under age 18 who are unable to present a 
clocvment isted above: 
9. School record or report card 
10.Ciinlc, doctor or hospital record 
11. Day care or nursery school record 
LIST C: Documents that establish Employment EUgibility 
1. U.S. Social Serurity card issued by the Social Secu· 
rity Administration {other than a card stating n is not 
valid for employment, or one accompanied by INS 
documentation as needed) 
2. Certification of Birth Abroad issued by the Depart-
ment of State (Form FS-545 or Form DS-1350) 
3. Original or certified copy of a birth certificate issued by 
a state, county, municipal authority or outlying pos-
session of the United States bearing an official seal 
More 10 Information on page 18 ... 
There's a future in finance 
By Andre Rooks 
Whitney Young 
Chicago teens Kimberley Titsworth and 
Yuehui Qiu are two teenagers who would be 
a real asset to our government because they 
are two of a chosen few teens that learned 
valuable skills through the Chtcago Summer 
Finance Academy. The proJediS finanoally 
supported by more than 30 local financial 
firms. ard is admin1stered by the Mayor's 
Offk:e of Employment ard Training. Through 
this prCIQram, Chicago teens aged 15-18, got 
the opportunity to gain experience while earn-
tng money by workirg fo& prestigiOus corpora-
tions like Gardener-Rich, Dean Witter, 
Hamilton lnvestmemi dnd Merrill Lynch. 
Last year's participants gave a few pointers 
that would give anybody sincerely interested in 
business a leg up oo the compelltion for lhe job. 
- Thoroughly prepare your typed resume and 
cover letter. 11 is required to be sent with the 
application. 
Know what you want to achieve in your fife 
and how you plan to do it, i.e., college major 
Have your teacher or parent interad in a 
l1'lOCk inteiView, so you will be prepared lor 
anything. 
Show your knowledge in the oold you are 
interested In during the interview. 
Show sincere interest tn the job. 
Be prepared to ask questions about the job 
you are applying for, this shows you are 
reallY interested in the job and the com-
pany. 
By working for these companies, teens 
learn skills fike accounting, data processing, 
ardvariouscomputerskllls. These skills don~ 
come easy, though. These jobs do entail 
some hard work, but with hard work comes 
rewards. Yuehui was promoted to the Insur-
ance and Advancement department ard she 
got to work with brokers. Furthermore. 
Kimberley won a college scholarship through 
a competition at her job. Contestants kept a 
daily log of activities and submitted an essay. 
The top three scorers were given scholar-
ships. Kimberley won third place for $400. 
nw top prize was $1,000. 
So if you are interested In business and you 
aren~ afraid of success, applications for the 
Chicago Summer Finance Academy are avail-
able in the business department of your local 
high school. 
'Through this program, 
Chicago teens aged 15-18. 
got the opportunity 
to gain experience 
while earning money 
by working for 
prestigious corporations 
like Gardner-Rich, 
Dean Witter, Hamilton 
Investments 
and Merrill Lynch. " 
'h . 
. . . Between the years 
1988 and 2aX), about 
half a mUDon jobs 
nationwide are 
expected to become 
available in grocery 
stores, nursing 
fadlities and 
outpatient and other 
health services?* And 
that in 1995, it is 
expected that health 
services will account 
for more than 100, aXJ 
jobs? 
... The finance, 
insurance and real 
estate sectors are 
projected to offer 
more than 120,aXJ 
jobs in Chicago by 
1995?* 
... By 1995, there is 
expected to be more 
than 150,000 jobs in 
Chicago that are NON-
military government 
JX>sf:s? Almost 26,aXJ 
of those jobs are 
expected to be in 
federal government, 
while more than 
120,000 are in state 
and local 
government.* 
.. A registered nwse, 
in 1989 made an 
average of $30,aXJ 
annua[Jyr ,. 
'SOURCE: NCI RESEARCH, 
Northwestern Universito{§~ -~(~-:.~ 
GalleJY jobs help to cast 
stude11ts' future 
CITY-SPONSORED 
PROGRAMS OFFER 
OPTIONS INlHEARlS 
By Jessica Olson 
Bogan 
"Before, I was into the 
commerdal arts. Now it 
(Gallery 37) kinda pushes 
me toward the fine arts. " 
William Habich (left) 
William Habich posed last summer at Gallery 37 w/th one 
of his creations. Photo by Maritess Caamic 
Students who are interested in art 
and who are looking for a summer job 
should consider working at one of 
Chicago's gallery programs designed 
for teens. Gallery 37, Gallery 60, and 
Gallery 71 , all offer on-the-job training 
in several different forms of the arts and 
employ students who are part of the 
Mayor's Summer Jobs Program. 
Located on State Street between 
Randolph and Washington, Gallery 37 
provides summer employment in vi-
sual, video, literary/journalism arts and 
percussion. Tents, in which more than 
200 teen artists and their adu~ teach-
ers work, are spread across the three-
acre lot. "I worked in the Art Institute 
and Mexican Fine Arts tents," said Wil-
liam Habich, a 17-year-old student at 
Continued from Page 17 . .. 
4. Native American tribal document 
5. U.S. Citizen 10 card (INS Form 1-
197) 
6. 10 Card for use of Resident Citizen in 
the United States (INS Form 1-179) 
7. Unexpired employment authorization 
document issued by the INS (other 
than those listed under List A) 
Now, IF I wanted an Illinois Drivers Li-
cense or State 10, here's some informa-
tion I need to know. 
1. Anyone can receive an Illinois 10 
card. If you're under-age, a parent or 
legal guardian must be present in 
order for you to receive an 10 card. 
2. The cost for a driver's license is 
$10. An 10 card is $4 and you will 
receive your card the same time 
you apply, but you must have proper 
identification. 
Curie who participated in the program 
last year. "I did the life size chess 
pieces for Navy Pier and in the Mexican 
Fine Arts tent I did mosaics and paper 
mache ... I never really had the equip-
ment to deal with mosaics and sculp-
ture before. I learned a lot..." 
Jasmine Collins, a 16-year-old stu-
dent at Bogan, also worked at Gallery 
37 last summer. She too worked on 
sculptures and mosaics, along with 
body casting and some painting. "I 
knew how to paint when I was there. 
The other things I did were new. It was 
a good experience. 
"It inspired me more to go into art. I 
wasn~ sure at first, but it looks better 
after working with it." 
William was also inspired by Gallery 
37. "Before, I was into 
the commercial arts. 
Now it (Gallery 37) Gallery 37 teacher jose Berrios and jasmlne Coi/Jns 
kinda pushes me to- create art . Photo by Shannon Morris 
ward the fine arts." 
While the deadline for Gallery 37 has 
already passed, students can still ap-
ply to Gallery 60 or Gallery 71 . Gallery 
60 will take place at the Boulevard Arts 
Center, at 6011 S. Justine. One hun-
dred and twenty-five students will be 
employed to work in theater, dance, 
video arts, photography, mural arts, 
graphic arts, stone sculpture, and wood 
sculpture. The program, which has 
been running for nine years, is for low-
income students between the ages 14 
and 21 . Students interested should call 
the center at 467-4900 to make an 
appointment for an interview ard audi-
tion. 
Gallery71 istakingplaceattheNeigh-
borhood Institute, 1750 71 St.; Artist 
Row, 1801 -1809 71 st St.: and Artist 
Rovti 1818 71st St. Gallery 71 is ac-
-.eptmg applications through May at 
the Neighborhood Institute, 1750 71st 
St. The program is open to 14- to 16-
year-olds, and about125 participants 
will be acceoted. 
Gallery 18 will take place at the Mexi-
can Fine Art Center Museum, 1852 W. 
19th St. Call Carlos for an appointment 
at 738-1503. 
Three types of ID are needed 
when applying for anDiinois ID card: 
1) Birth certificate. If lost and you were born in 
Chicago, you can replace it by going to the Board 
of Health at SO W. Washington. 
2) Proof of name-by a piece of mail or a bill with a 
name on it 
3) Proof of Illinois residency - through current mail 
addressed to your home 
4) Proof of social security number 
5) Proof of signature for comparison - either an old 10 
card, cashed check, birth certificate, or any 10 card 
with your signature on it. 
Where do I go for all of this, an'f'Nay? The State of 
llinois Bl.ilding, 100 W. Randolph. For more information, 
call793-1 020 ard ask for the Secretary of State's office. 
Now, IF I've lost my social security card or need to get 
a number, I can apply at any social security office or call 
1-800-772-1213 to find out where the nearest social 
security office is to me. 
To get a social security number, you MUST HAVE an 
original bi rth certificate, NOT A PHOTO COPY. If you 
were born in the U.S. but out of the Chicago area, call the 
1-800 number for Social Security ard they can tell you 
how much your birth certificate will cost and where to 
write to get it. 
You also need a piece of 10, either a driver's license, 
hea~h insurance, or a utility bill. There's no cost for a 
social security number or card. It takes three to four 
weeks to receive a social security or card. IF a child is 
under-age a parent must present an 10. For more infor-
mation, contact Social Serurity at the 1-800 number. 
Teens /eam CPR at the Demicco Youth Center at Elm and 
Oeve/and. Photo by john Brooks 
Learn social work skills at 
Detnicco Youth Services 
Demicco Youth Services is a 
community-base organization 
that offers a variety of support 
services for youth. The organi-
zation has been around smce 
1979. Dem1cco primarily serves 
the Cabrini Green housing De-
velopment and surrounding ar-
eas. 
Demicco's motto, "Prepare the 
Youth," is their pledge to de-
velop the empowerment of youth 
to become Mure leaders and 
role models. Social serv1ces as 
well as economic development 
is stressed m the program. 'We 
provide a comprehensive assis-
tance approach to our clie.nts," 
By Carlean Ponder 
said Bon nay Webster, a spokes-
person lor Demicco. Some of 
the social services oHered are 
counseling, Parents Too Soon 
and EmergencyNictim aSSIS-
tance for v1ctims of cnme. 
Their economic development 
program offers volunteers the 
chance to learn VItal skills nec-
essary for employment. The 
volunteers learn how to develop 
strategies, negotiate and ex-
press ideas that will help make 
an impact on the lives of the 
people in the community. They 
also oHer, w1th the help of the 
Mayor's Off1ce of Employment 
andTrammg, employment train-
ing and opportunities for part-
time wor1<. to youths and full-
time work to adu~s m need of 
employment. 
f racey Geans, a Lincoln Park 
H1gh School graduate, has 
worked at Dem1cco for two and 
a half years Now a youth worker 
and secretary, she started oH 
w1th a summer job; then she 
volunteered for a year before 
she was h~red full -t1me 
"DemiCCo taught me d1Herent 
sk1lls and helped me to further 
my knowledge," Tracey said. 
Toleam more about Derricco, 
call Tracey Broeker at 440-9823. 
Jobs program takes the "dis" 
out of disabled 
Searching for a job is just one 
of the things that can make life 
harder for a disabled teen. But 
a program at Spaulding School, 
sponsored by the Office of the 
Mayor, is providing a model for 
tielpng those teens. 
The Mayor's Summer Youth 
Employment Program gives eco-
nomically and/or physically dis-
advantaged young people, ages 
14-21, summer jobs and in-
classroom job training. Last year 
the program placed 24,056 
people in jobs atover2,000 sites. 
At Spaulding School, once a 
kindergarten-grade 12 school 
only for handicapped kids and 
now a magnet school, the MYSE 
program is helping physically 
disabled students who want to 
work by supplying them with real 
jobs and an addnional source of 
pride. On a first-come, first-
serve basis, Spaulding students 
can sign up for the six-week 
summer program, and are then 
placed in a variety of paid jobs 
By David Harrell 
providing vak.Jable work experi· 
ence. 
For the younger students and 
those who can't get around eas-
ily, there are in-school jobs. Stu-
dent maintenance workers, for 
example, keep the bUilding clean 
by washing lunchroom tables, 
keeping desks and chairs 
"Last year 
the (Mayor's 
Summer Youth 
Employment 
Program) placed 
24,056 people in 
jobs at over 
2, 000 sites. " 
straight in the classrooms, and 
other necessary tasks. Office 
aides do typical clerical work 
such as typing, filing, and an-
swering phones. Student 
teacher aides don't enjoy the 
awesome power of g1ving 
grades, but they do help the 
teachers in other ways. they 
m1ght arrange classroom bulle-
tin boards, tor example, and take 
notes or hold books for those 
whose disabilities make such 
things difficu~ . 
For the older students who 
are able to work outside of the 
school, outs1de jobs are made 
available. All of the jobs pay 
$4.25 an hour. 
The program prov1ded em-
ployment for about 40 physically 
handicapped Spaulding k1ds last 
summer. According to Spaulding 
Vocational Ed department head 
and Cooperative Work Traming 
coordinator Karen Byerly, the 
fObs are a source, not only of 
money, but of pride. "The kids 
want jobs," says Byerly. "They 
honestly want to work and earn 
money. 
"There Is dignity in work, and 
my students want dignity also." 
Know-How and Know-Where 
to find jobs In the Workplace 
By Ed Lucfous 
Why should you get the job 
instead of them? Good 
question, and you should have 
an even better answer. You 
need to have the know-how as 
identified by SCANS, the 
Secretary's Comm1ssion 
Ach1eving Necessary Skills, of 
the U.S. Department of Labor. 
Below are five areas of 
knowledge important to doing 
well, and three areas from 
which these skills come from. 
SCANS' info is outlined in 
the chart below, along w1th the 
types of places you can get a 
summer job to grab hold of 
some of this knowledge. 
1)RESOURCES ·allocating time, money, materials, space, 
and staH; 
2) INTERPERSONAL SKILLS - working on teams, teaching oth-
ers, serving customers, leading, negotiating, and working well 
with people from culturally diverse backgrounds 
3) IN FORMA noN- acquiring and evaluating data, organizing and 
maintaining files, interpreting and communicating, and usmg 
computers to process information. 
4) SYSTEMS- understanding soc1al, organizational, and techno-
logiCal systems, momtoring and correcting performance, and 
designing or 1mproving systems; 
5) TECHNOLOGY - selecting equipment and tools, applying 
technology 
WHERE THESE SKILLS COME FROM 
Basic skills- reading, wnting, arithmetic, speakJng and listening 
Thinking skills - thinking creatively, making decisions, solving 
problems - reasoning; 
Personal qualities - individual responsibifity, self-esteem, in-
tegrity. 
The following ~~~~~ COfl1p.lll/t!S offt.•rc.>d j obs in 1992 ro teens chrous h summer youth programs 
RESOURCIS INTEJU'LRSONAL SYS1IMS INFORMATION TICHNOLOGY 
AT&..T V' V' V' V' V' 
Phar-mor V' V' 
Active Temp V' V' v v Service 
Allstate v .v v v Insurance 
Original v v Cookies 
Foot Locker v v 
Bonanza v v 
Checkers v v 
Chemin's v V' Shoes 
Chicago 
Board of V' v 
Trade 
v v v 
Gallery 37 V' V' v 
Harold's V' v Chicken 
Illinois Bell V' V' v V' v 
McCormick v v v V' v Place 
Seaway V' v v v v National Bank 
Unlted 
Parcel V' v v v v Service 
lnformarlon complied by £d Ludou~ 
MAY 1993 ~ t9J 
I 
• 
Start YOUR 
MalorDaley's ~,993 Summer Jobs Pr~_gram for 
C3uccess! 
p~:~;:,j,~:D 
The Mayor's Office of Employment and Training offers a learning experience and summer work for qualified youths ii\V}),, 
Yov may be eligible for a M.25 per hour lobi 
Yo. Must 
Be a Chicago resident 
Be between 14 and 21 years old 
N\eet income guidelines 
Have a social security card 
Summer Jobs Info-line 
7 44-8000 Si hable Espanol, apriete numero 1 
Beginning April 24, apply at these centers 
AUSTIN 
Columbus Park Field house 
5(X) Central Ave. 
PILSEN 
Dvorak Field House 
1119 W. Cullerton 
PILSEN/LAWNDALE 
1902-04 W. Cermak Rd. 
LAWNDALE 
27 41 S. Western Avenue 
HUMBOLDT PARK/WEST TOWN 
3636 W. Armitage Ave. 
HUMBOLDT PARK FIELD HOUSE 
1400 N. Sacramento Ave. 
GARFIELD PARK 
10 S. Kedzie 
KENWOOD 
43 1 4 S. Cottage Grove 
ENGLEWOOD 
Hamilton Park Field House 
UPTOWN 
Truman College 
1145 W. Wilson 
NEAR NORTH 
CYCLE 
1441 N. Cleveland 
NEAR NORTH FAMILY SERVICES 
419 W. Oak St. 
ROSELAND 
10833 S. Halsted St. 
SOUTH CHICAGO 
8516 S. Commercial Ave. 
I I 
d 
, HoUils s:~~~:$;%'%x:::~~~ 
1 
.,. 
; 
·v •••• ,.,,,j' Mondays-lflursdays 1 p.m. - 7 p.m. 
:·:· :·:-. 
·=·-=:::.;.;. 
Fridays 1 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. 
Saturday, April 24 ONLY, 8 a.m.- 6 p.m. 
Saturdays 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
You must be bring the required documentation with 
you when you apply at the center 
You must be between 14 and 21 years old. Bring 
one I 
Birth certificate (originoll 
State of Illinois ID Card 
Driver's license 
DPA Picture ID or N\edical Card 
You must be a Chicago resident, which you can 
prove by 
Driver's license 
Voter's Registration Card 
Apartment Lease 
IDPA Medical Card !current) 
Utility Bill (gas, electric, telephone) 
·=· 
You must be a member of a low-Income faw;nlly, and 
bring one Item from each category you fit Into 
IF you or your parent/guardian works, you must bring the last two check 
stubs from all jobs held in the last six months. 
IF you get Social Security - social security award letter that shows 
monthly amount received. 
IF yourparent/guardian receives unemployment, the last two check stubs 
for your parent'slguardion's 
most recent job and the Unemployment Insurance (U.I.) claimant sheet and 
most recent U.l. payment stub. 
IF YOU ARE supported by a friend or relative. a verification letter from 
ther person{s) providing your financial support. The letter must be signed, 
dated. and state the relationship and proof of that person's income. 
IF YOU ARE Self-employed. you get a copy of the most recent~ filed 
income tax return form. 
IF YOU ARE ON food stamps, the white card issued with actual stamps. 
FOR INFO ON SITES OUTSIDE CHICAGO, CALL: AURORA- 708-859-5055; JOLIET- 815-722-4600; LA GRANGE 
-708-352-3330 MCHENRY- 815-385-3500; SCHAUMBURG -708-576-1963; WAUKEGAN-708-623-3233 . 
. 
The joys of prom? 
Jessica Olson with the works: a television with VCR, Men, there's only one thing impor-
StaffWriter radi d CD I Mak . ha 
. o, an a payer. esurelt s tanttot.alkabout:howmanycondoms § Bogan those huge speakers from hell, so that you were able to stuff in your pocket o, you're going to your senior everyone else on the road will be able to before leaving home. And just where prom. And, whether you're hear your music too. Also, this way, you d1d you leave !hose hotel keys? Gos-
goingwithyourboy/girlfriend womhavetoactuallyspeaktoyourdate. siptsimponant. Who'swearingwhat. 
of two years or someone you pulled In fact. if you go with another couple, Who came with who (because even 
from random out of the hall this is the you wom have to look at him or her if they protest to be just friends, you 
single JJ:l6St important day of your life. either. know they'll be married at the end of 
Much preparation is needed. Now, once you get there, you will be the month, because they went to prom 
Who you'regoing with is important, ••••••••••••• together). And, in between, you can 
because you know everyone will re- This is your prom. It's even eat or dance a liule. After all, 
member who you went with. And you this is your big night, and you wam to 
know they'IJ be ralking. So what if more important then the get your money's worth. 
you're fighting with your boyfriend. actual graduation, your There's lots to do after prom, too. 
You can put up with him for a little • • Youcoulddotheprompack:agething, 
while longer. And if you don't have a weddzng, or the b1rth of go out to eat. maybe someonc's 
significant other -· find ooe. Any body your first child ... This is it! t.hrowingapany,tak:eatripwithyour 
willdo,justaslongasyoushowupwith •••••••••••••• datetoParis,theoptionsarelimitlcss. 
someone. Ifthcy'rerudc, loud, obnox- All off this may get a little expen-
ious, so what. You can get over thaL ready to show off. Everyone must know sive. But bey! This is your prom . lt's 
Just because you show up with some- bow much you spent, and what your big more imponant than the actual 
one doesn't mean you have to leave plans are for afterwards. Ladies, you get graduation, your weddmg. the birth 
with them. to brag about the dress, the shoes (it was ofyourfllStchild .... This is it! Surely 
First, you need something to wear. so hard finding the right color to match it will be worth all the cxpc!bc ami 
Formal isamust-yourSWldaybestjust the dress), the five hours you spent fuss. 
won 't cut it. You want to be rernem- getting your hair done the night before. Won't it? 
bered and just anything won't do. The 
men have it easy. Their beu.er half can 
pick out a suit or a h..lX. But ladies, you 
need something striking. Something by 
Sarah Phillips, the woman who de-
signed Hillary Rodham Ointon' s Inau-
gural gown. would be perlecL Two, 
three thousand dollars, the cost isn't 
importaDL In fact, the more you spend 
the beu.er. It'll give you something to 
brag abolll at the dance. 
you could always borrow your parents' 
car, bill do you really think that will 
imJRSs your date? Go for a limousine 
And then there • s tranSpOrtatioo. Sure I 
~--------------------~~----------~~ 
Dlustntion by Charla Frnklill 
Prom isn't the only party 
~oyHuntill 
Op/Ed l'Altor 
WhltMy Young 
erson A .. Are you going on 
om?" 
Person B "I don't think so." 
Stop! We don't need to hear any-
more to know that person B isn't 
going on prom. Possible reasons are: 
No date, no money, no car (You'd 
have to be really brave to take the 
green limousine) or you just don't 
care. If you're starting to sound like 
person B and have two of the four 
symptoms above: 
FEAR NOT! 
Your friendly neighborhood Op/ 
some movies, make a whole bunch of 
your favorite food(s)or order out. 
2. Go to the show- you know they'll be 
empty, so get one or a few of your 
underclassmen friends and go see the 
movie you've been wanting to see. 
Sure, sitting at home is 
easy, but it's hard to 
look at the clock and 
watch your prom tick 
away. 
Edpageeditorhascometothcrescue 3. Have your own party- Invite some 
with some things to DO on prom friends over. play cards and monopoly 
night. or something else fun (spin the bottle.) 
1. Stay home- This is the easiest and 4. Go see a friend- Arrange to go to 
the hardest thing I.C' do at the same one of your friend's houses, maybe 
time. Sure sitting at home is easy but sleep over, have lots of fun. 
it's hard to look at the clock and 5. Feel sorry for yourself-
watch your prom tick away. Spend NAAAHHII! 
some time with your family, rem NowthatyouknowwhattoDO,hcre 
~«"-'~~ "''"·.~; ox y:t,'.-
are some DON'TS. - DO Nar: 
I. Use the phone- no one will be at 
home. 
2. Lisun to the radio- you'll think 
of a song that might be played at 
prom. 
3. Go anywhere by yourself· only 
the very strong can brave the streets 
alone on prom mght. 
SPECIAL UNDERCLASSMEN 
BULLETIN!!! 
I know, bci ng of the great and pow-
erful 1994 graduating class, that 
around thts umc we nrc all sick and 
tired ofhcartng about tltciientorcla~s. 
senior this,scn10r that. What about 
us? Well again. FEAR NOT! 
Some things for us to do on prom 
night: 
1. Don't move- who really cares 
about junior prom any way. 
2. Go out to dinner- Get your better 
half and paint the town red. 
3. Go to the show- as above men-
tioned. 
4. Have an all junior bash. 
5.F~l sorry for yo11r self· Why? 
Photo!! by Cleopatra Owena, Hyde Park 
ls PROM WORTH IT? 
San dn Valmcia., 1' 
Jona Commercial 
Junior 
"Yes, I'm going, (to prom) buJ 1 
don'tthink iJ's worth iL" When 
her sister went to prom, she said 
she was all dressed up and "a// this 
and all that but it wasn't no real 
big thing. It's more fun after-
wards." 
J '* A }'Ia, 17 
Jones Commt!'dal 
Junior 
"Prom is not Tl'aUy wonh iJ. At 
the party you do things thefl' that 
you can do anywhere." 
Dtrck While, 18 
Kenwood H.S. 
en lor 
Derek says he is going on prom but, 
"no, it's not worth it." 
Tony Guroro, 17 
J'llles Commt!'cW 
Sa!ior 
"I might go to prom, maybe, 
maybe not. He says it's worth iJ 
"As long as I have fun." 
Megban R~~Kbfs, 14 
WbitMyYowg 
Fresbma.o 
''Yes. You'U probably never see 
some of these fNOpu ag4in. It's 
your last time to soci4Jiu." 
Maricela ,hil.a, 17 
Jones ommcrcial 
Juni()l' 
"I'm not going on Junior prom, 
but I'm going to my senior prom" 
Marice Ia SO)'S she Jf11nks prom is 
wortll it. 
MAY1993ii 21 
spring, summer and fall 
at harold washington college, 
thousands of chicagoans 
will be learning 
to read: 
to write: 
nme computer languages 
music 
spread5heets 
poetry and short stories 
reports and proposals 
computer programs 
to speak: eleven foreign languages 
to draw: 
on the stage or to a group 
english as a second language 
still lives. figures. illustrations 
charts. graphs. computerized 
blueprints 
logicaJ conclusions 
Hot for the ice 
Two soloists wlw hLaud up McFetridge Park. District's ice slcmU.g show, "Radio Waves 
011 Ice," Aprill-4 were Megluvt Halper (left) and NE's City EdJtor, Rimll Vesely. 
,-----~---------, 
: NEW RESALE STORE! 
1-FREE SHIRT OR TOP WITH THIS AD-
what 
have you 
always wanted 
to learn? 
come join us, 
full or part-time, 
days, evenings, 
or weekends. 
I NO PURCHASE NEEDED! 
1 Ll•ll Oftt f'tr Cuto•triOIItr Vt lll 11· 1 Hrw 11·11 
I 
!The 
I 
Also to celebrate 
Grand Opening Of Our Huge 
Resale Store ... 
! IU tf~!/;S' UJ~ 
I mun, what else have you gotlo do that could be mort kin than joining? 
You could always: 
Rush right home and do all of your home•ork and then sit with 
your hands folded waiting for 10111eone to stick a gold 5tar oa your 
forehead. 
**** 
Play with that stupid dancing nowtr that your aunt gue you for 
Christmas three years ago. 
HAROLD 
WASHIDiiTOD 
EOLLEiiE 
30 EAST LAKE STREET 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60601 
984-2800 
}o t! Pt!dra::p, Mt!dical Technologist 
Cook County Hospital, Chicago 
I Unllmled ~nthles 
**** 
Make some macaroni and cheese and watch reruns of 
"Married with Children." 
**** 
Consume mass quantities or Jolt Cola & Doritos and do jumping 
jacks until you o:plodt. ~omething Old 
: Something New **** String Microwave popcorn onto thread and douse It with &lut and glitter to get a jumpstart on this years Mothers Day g1fL 
I 
I OPEN 9-9 Everyday New Expression. 
1056 WEST BELMONT AVENUE 
L _____ ~12JVt·1~------~ 
~·~· ~··~~"~----~~~~~~--------~~ 
The_ Right Thing To Do. 
Medical Technologist. 
"Medical technologists are like health care detectives searching for clues and causes of disease. 
Our tools are microscopes, highly advanced electronic equipment and sophisticated computers. Our 
mystery is the human body and the microorganisms, chemical processes and cellular systems that make 
it work. As technologists, we perform tests and procedures in the scientific fields of bacteriology; cytology 
(study of human cells) ; histology (study of human t issue) ; biochemistry; immunelogy and hematology 
(blood). These tests enable the physician to d1agnose med1cal problems, whether its determ1n1ng cancer, 
blood type, or cholesterol levels, without our help doctors couldn't effectively prescribe treatment." 
The minimum educational requirement for a medical technologist is a bachelor's degree 
However, with a two-year associate degree, 
you can become a medical laboratory technician. 
If you have an interest in scientific 
research and investigation, are good at solving 
problems and work well on your own, you can 
find a rewarding and challenging career 1n 
medical technology. To learn more about th is 
excit~ng career, or other health related careers, 
return th is form or call today at (312) 906-6049. 
Name ______________________________ ~ 
AddffiSS ______________________________ , 
City----------Zip ____ _ 
High School __________________________ ~ 
Age Sex Race ------------
Career Interest. ________________________ _ 
C Metropolitan Chicago Healthcare Council 
222 S. Riverside Plaza, Chicago, IL 60606 
GD~M~==========~~==~==~==============~===========:==== 
HI REOTH E 
FUTURE 
CORPORATE CHICAGO S CO M T IE T 10 YOUTH E 'PI.O'I 1ft~' 
YOUR CONTACT WITH 
CHICAGO'S BUSINESSES 
-.sc~~!! 
CORPORATIONS 
HAVE 
SUMMER JOBS! 
FOR QUALIFIED 
STUDENTS 
FOR INFORMATION 
SEE YOUR GUIDANCE COUNSELOR 
MA't1993 
anica Cho is unique. 
She plays ice hockey. 
She tap dances. She 
roller blades to school. 
She draws. She writes. And she's 
won first place in the "Celebrat-
ing New Expressions" contest for 
the past two years- in 1991 for 
her painting "Come Home Soon, 
John" (right) and in 1992 in the 
now-defunct short story category 
for her piece, "Pocko," or "White 
Candy," which appears on the 
next two pages. She is entering 
this year yet again in two catego-
ries new to her, poetry and video. 
"I think a lot of my success has 
to do with luck," says Danica 
half-jokingly. On a more serious 
note, she muses, "All artists look 
at things differently. They take in 
the details of everything. I could 
stand in one place for an hour, 
staring at the sky." 
Although Danica's mother 
wants her to major in math and 
science in college, Danica is pur-
suing the arts. She plans to major 
in elementary education and mi-
nor in art. "Once I proved to her 
(mother) that I could do it (art) 
she left me alone." 
But the most important thing 
that Danica accomplished, she 
said, was proving it to herself. 
Rima Vesely, City Editor/News, Lane Tech 
®~Af1993 
Lane Tech's Danica Cho goes 
for CNE win number three 
./.:::?"-' .... ··.:···~ 
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(Abbreviated version) 
By Danica Cho 
,· . . ~-j\ ~~~:m:~~~tl1e 
. ' :::, i alley, ~e ba~k of 
;; my Rruders Jacket 
........ :;; clamped against 
the brick wall. The 
blood in my veins rushed like a 
raging locomotive, ready to burst I 
nervously gripped my metal baseball 
bat, swaying side to side, ready for 
action. Any moment now, the old 
fart would walk by ... any moment.. 
CLANG!!!! - the bat resounded 
like a church bell on a clear, Sunday 
morning as it struck the elderly 
lady's unsuspecting crown of white 
I wanted cold, hard 
cash -the green 
money with a scent so 
strange ~~et wonderful, 
I could almost get high 
on it .... One thing 
about getting hooked, 
there~s no way of 
getting off the stuff. 
curls. Fora 
moment, she 
just stood 
there, dazed, 
her back to 
me wim her 
hand in me air 
as if she were 
reaching for 
someiliing -
anyiliing -
then the next 
minute, she 
fell flat on me 
cement walk, 
her glasses 
crushed under 
her face. 
Checking for any witnesses as I 
flashed my eyes right and left, I 
dropped the bat. stoopcd down, and 
grabbed me Ieamer purse out of her 
frail , wrinkled hand but not forget-
ting to slip off the great, big, bcauti-
f uJ ring on her fmger iliat would have 
to at least bring me in a couple 
thousand!! Rising back up, I glanced 
over my back, men hurriedly picked 
up my bat and turned back into me 
alley wim me loot in my arms and 
ran like hell until I grew breathless 
and eventually slowed down, panting 
and wheezing as droplets of sweat 
clung to my forehead and nose. I felt 
lucky today, and maybe mis time, 
there wouJd be more tl1an just crusty 
compacts, worn cherry lipsticks, and 
miniature bottles of cheap drugstore 
perfume. I wanted cold, hard cash-
the green money wim a scent so 
strange yet wonderful, I couJd almost 
get high on it 
Walking up me dark, creaky 
stairway and through my back door, 
I snuck the purse under my jacket 
and strode past my dad who was 
already stoned and asleep on the 
couch. I headed into the bathroom 
(my only place of peace and privacy) 
and made sure mat the door was 
locked behind me. Sitting on top of 
me toilet seat mat stunk of stale 
urine, I hungrily Lore into me purse 
and dumpcd out all me stuff in it. my 
eyes scanning for any possible 
goodies. Then -there it was -
shining beautifully as its vinyl 
reflected the dim light of me buJb 
which hung above me on the ceiling 
- a gray, rectangular pocketbook. 
Violins sang in my ears. It was all so 
easy ... so easy, I said to myself, half 
laughing and half crying. I had Life 
in the palm of my hand - I was me 
master- I did what I wanted to do, 
and no one could stop me!!! Ha, ha 
ha l Ha, ha, ha -er- (cough) 
(cough) -ha -{cough). My lungs 
wheezed and gaspcd for air, trying to 
clear away mat sick feeling mat grew 
when I wasn't getting enough of my 
candy. Oh, man ... mat sweet, 
delicious candy. My nostrils itched 
as it raved for mat devilish angel 
powder. 
It was ecstasy. 
Pure ecstasy. 
Who needed anything else in the 
world? 
* * * * 
mlf agotit?" 
'-'J.,; "Yeah, 1 got iL" 
"AwrighL. .. gimme two pounds," 1 
said, eager to get me dcaJ over wim 
so that I could go home and sniff me 
candy that wouJd soon be mine. 
"Okay, okay ... damn, you'd tl1ink a 
girl would Lake it easy on this kinda 
stuff," replied Slick, reaching into his 
coat pocket and coming out wimtwo 
small packs of freshly ground 
cocaine. 
"Hi, Janie," said Pocko, as he 
walked up to me wim his cheesy, 
innocent smile. His bottom teem had 
just been taken out and he was 
waiting for the permanent ones to 
grow in, but you couldn't really pay 
auention to me large gap when he 
smiled because his green eyes 
sparkled so much wim innocence 
when his cute dimples sank into his 
soft. plump checks. His amber curls 
wouJd radiate gold when the bright 
sunlight hit mem just at me right 
spot, but simple Pocko always kept 
them hidden under a Cubs baseball 
cap. Yup, he was the kid bromer mat 
I never had, and I was me big sister 
iliat he had always wanted. 
''Look, Janie, look what I got." 
cried Pocko in his high, squeaky 
voice, as he showed me a brand new, 
shiny red two-wheeler bike wim 
training wheels, "I just got it today! 
See? It's got a real bell mat rings! 
Momma got it for me 'cause my 
birthday's comin' up. I'm gorma 
have a birthday party, too, wim a 
great. big chocolate cake wim 
candJes all around and everyiliing! 
Can ya come, Janie, huh, can ya 
come?" 
"Aw, Pocko ... .l don'tknow," I 
said hesitantly, pitying the mought of 
a great lid like Pocko who would stiJl 
ask a full-grown fl.fteen-year-{)ld like 
me to go to his sixth birthday party. 
•come Home Soon, John, • a painting by Dania Cho, first place "inner in lht 1991 Cdebraling New Etprcssioru, painting altgory. 
''Pleecceeeeceeece?'' 
"Oh, a\\'light, awright;' I replied, 
anxious to be alone and get to my 
bag of '"'hite candy. 
"Yippecee!!!! It's gonna be on 
April7, at six o'clock, okay?" 
* * * * 
~~ nc lhi:ng about gct.ting 
· hooked, Lhcre's no way of 
getting off the stuff. At least Jt 
seems like iL But !hen I wouldn't 
even want to. When the world's 
shovin' all this crap down my throat 
every day, I need something to llde 
me over- to make me forget 
about alllhc bull that I've got to 
deal with -to help me hang in 
there. "Noonal" people just don't 
understand people like us, and they 
shut us out So it ends up being a 
one-on-one baule for each of us. 
Me againstlhcm. Against every-
body. 
And I need my candy to keep me 
going. 
Janie needs her candy. 
And I never needed it more in 
my life than on ~lat Saturday night 
of Pocko's binhday. It wac; two 
weeks since I had my la<;t high. 1 
had ravenouc;ly fed on more and 
more packs of the fine whi tc 
JX>wdcr, until my income finally 
gave ouL The poUcc ratd nabbed 
Slick in a bust-up and I knew the 
snake ratt.cd on everyone because 
~lCre were cops crawling around 
everywhere. I wac; in trouble. r tried 
everything, but my rabbit's f<x>t 
wac; getting ru<;ty. There had to 
some way .... some way., .. and 
suddenly, a picture of Pocko's 
shiny red bike JXlpfXXI into my 
head. 
Yes. 
That would be my tickeL Why, it 
was probably in the storage r m 
nghl now, just Slll.mg there amongst 
the old, tron garbage bins and rusletl 
un cans of oil. In a c;pltt second. I 
was in my jacket and out ~1e door 
into the cool, night atr. 111C d.trt and 
gravel chewed and crunched under 
my feet as I walked bnskly, my nose 
droolmg and my e}CS ""atcring at 
tllC thought of more candy. Oh g I. 
tllC candy. I m.i.s:;cd it so much Day 
and rught, there had been not11mg 
else I could think a ut but gctung 
my hands on the (1!1]y thmg that 
made me LOSanc to keep me sane. 
And I was c;o close to 1L..so close ... 
I reached the small door Lo 
Pocko's sccllon of the storage room 
jusl m lime to fam~y hear a group ol 
kids singing " I lappy Brrulday to 
You," off-key. 
.. .r ran and stumbled on my ~ 
to the bike, aucmpting to break tJ"lC 
generic lock and cham ... 
"Hey, Janie,'' said Pocko. 
surpnscd, as he suddenly walked in. 
"when dtd you get here? I 
LhoughL.." 
Hrs eyes had seen what I was 
domg ... 
" ... Wily arc you doing 1lus, 
Janie?! I - I tllought --f UmugflL we 
were buddics ... come on, gm1me 
back my brke," Pocko plcad1ngly 
cned, h1s arms strctcllCd rn tllC :ur ... 
... Then, what started into 
pushing and shoving Lun1Cd m1o 
pulling and yanking, :md the next 
~ling I knew, lilllePocko w<t'i 
screaming and kicking, tcanng at 
me whrle I tried to hold hun back 
w1Lh one hand and sttll Llenthed to 
the b1kc wuh tJlc othl'r. Jlut I 
couldn't lake 11 .. I ju\1 wuldn't t:tke 
much more ol1t... he was now 
screeching at ~~c top of his lungs 
and someone was bound to come in, 
so I dropped t11e b1kc and wmchcd 
my nghl hand land a hard. heavy 
sl.lp aero s h1s h.:ar-stamcd f.~ec m a 
loud $/' .. tACK!!! ... 
.. .1 forced my fat. sagging bull 
onto the teeny-weeny scat and 
slnftcd rx;dalmg as fast as l 
could .. but'~ hen I rcad1cd about a 
mile, I st0f11X'd dead in my tracks. 
Wa..o;;, I actually th1s cold, l~;utlc.'I.S 
t11ref so dcpcn<..lcnt on a drug that1L 
ma(k: me abu...c the one ,md only 
person in my life '~110 had ever 
looked up to roc? Hell, even I didn't 
look up to my-;clf, so\'< hy ~hould 
tlus one, litLic, aJorably fat ktd? 
Because he loves me, I ar\.')wercd 
myscu·. G<XldamJt, ''hy dtd ~1mgs 
have to turn out l1ke th1-;? 
And all of a sudden, 1 hated 
myself 
I hated myself and l hated t11c 
~tupid drug scrcwmg up my ltfe and 
my fricnd~h1p wt~l Pcdo. I'd get 
hclp ... and I'd stJa1glucn my~elf up 
and geL back on Lrack so that 
J>ocko ... so tllat P ko could love me 
for the someone who I k.new r rct~lly 
was, deep down ut..,Jdc. but \\hO had 
always sworn 111<11 ~he'd never come 
Ol.ll. 
Unlllnow. 
Slowly, I trudged back toward-; 
Pocko's' hou'\C, my feet slugg1sh and 
dreary a'i the b1kc tralllcd next Lome. 
My eyes stayed ca-;L tlownw<u tim 
shame and regret. . 
"I knew you'd conlC back, Jan1c." 
My head quickly d;u1cd up. and 
there wa~ P< ·ko, s1tting on Lop of a 
lrugc, rubber garbage run. swinging 
Ius small led back and foil h. 
" Potko look. I'm sorry 1-1 
d1dn ' t mean to 
Bulnothlllg 1110re was needed to 
be said, bctnu-;c the wan n ll'<tl s that 
um ftommy eyes, as 1\x:ko dun bed 
down to hug me. said enough. 
. 0 ' . ·~ Q. ~ ;;::;;., 0 0 . ' f~@ 
If you want your opinions heard ... 
You've got to tell us what they are! 
Send your letters to the editor to: 
Benny: Hunt Ill 
New Expression 
70 E. Lake Street Suite 815 
Chicago IL 60601 
~~ 
fA.sH FoR 
COLLEGE ... 
There's Money 
Available For EVERY 
Student Who Needs It ... 
COMPREHENSIVE DATABASE 
Over 200,000 scholarship awards from the private 
sector. 
SPECIALIZED A WARDS 
AVAILABLE 
Tell us about yourself and we match you with the 
appropnate fund1ng sources. Your academ1c 
1nterests. hentage, career plans. etc. , can fit the 
profile that donors are s~kmg. 
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 
We prov1de at least 7 potential sources of private 
sector financial aid or we will refund your money! 
"Call today for more Information, 
and Increase 
Your Scholarship Chances!" 
(312) 804-1712 
Or complete and mall the Inquiry card 
l 0 Ll AllN MOR£ A00U1 OUR SCHOl AI1SHIP MAl CHING 
:;t IWIC.l PL( ASl OMPL ( 1 E ANO RE l Uf1N THIS CAI~O 
lQO~Y f OR rm f INFQHMI\ liON WI} II NQ 
Q!lll A 1101~. \.. ( OtlilSI • 
MAlL TO: 
SCI tOL ASliC 111 SOUl ~CI Sl IWI I S 
1' 0 BO. 39031 
Cl tiCfiGll, II GOGJ9 llOJ/ 
M,tY/99.i ~ ].\) 
Dora Ia Couture 
* Fashion Consultant 
*Prom Gowns 
* Custom Design 
• Sewing instruction 
Brides and 
Bridemaids' 
gowns and 
other Coutier 
services 
8246 S. KIMBARK 374-8863 
Reaching Chicago's teens like know one else can. 
Nevv Expression 
Call Greg E. McClain at (312) 641-6425 for more information 
(;ET INV()LVED 
New Expression's 
staff needs you 
PRESENCE 
printed T shirts 
for everyone on you: Jist 
90+ witty & wtcked destgns 
1~;1§:1§~(i3#1 
weekendwear & accessories 
forwomen · 
2501 N. Clark 248·1761 
panting • lree gilt wrapping 
orders welcome • 'JPS maifing 
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HEY 
YOU!! 
What is going on 
at your school, 
in your neighborhood, 
among your friends 
that NE should know 
about? 
Remember, no story Is 
TOO BIG 
OR 
too small ! 
Call Sheila Colombo, 
managing editor, 
with the info 
at 641 -6397!! 
My friend 
the drug dealer 
(Editors note: the author 
wishes to remain anonymous 
because he doesn't want people to 
know who he's talking about. We 
at NE think there's an even more 
important reason • we think this 
story is one that belongs to 
of our readers. Do you have a 
friend who you are losing to the 
streets? Write to us and we'll 
.; .•• -r~·. 
share your story). P ' - , 
.•. ....(::_::..::!.··1 
y mother used to ~i'~h· ···'·-v 
that I would be more 
like Charles(not his L--------------A~'-----:-11-Iu-st-ra...,..tion-by-:C::-ha-r-les-:F::-ra-nk-:li_,n 
real name). Now she's 
glad I haven't turned out any-
thing like him. 
Charles is one of my best friends, 
but his environment and choice 
campus of Kenwood, he did. He 
started selling bud and was 
involved in more gang activity 
than he ever had been before 
of friends has changed his life for (although he had been a member 
the worse. He used to be like 
most other teens, working at a 
fast food restaurant and spending 
a lot of his free time talking on 
the phone and hanging out with 
friends. But his mother was too 
strict with him, and he was so 
greedy for money, that I knew 
eventually he might do some-
thing illegal to get money. 
Once he got to the open 
since seventh grade). He was an 
excessive gambler and stopped 
going to school. When he did go 
to school he always got sus-
pended. 
His drug selling increased over 
the summer. He went from 
selling bud to selling crack. His 
mother kicked him out and he got 
arrested and was put into Cook 
County Jail. His girlfriend got 
Lake Forest, IUinois 
Barat, a private, four year, co-ed colkge, offers 22 
majors in 14 departments for residents and commuter 
students with full-time or part-time status. Barat's 
beautiful campus is just 29 miles north of Chicago. 
Biology 
Chemistry 
Education 
English 
Humanities 
Math/Computer 
Studies 
Nurslng/BSN 
Artlrherapy 
Management/Business 
Performing Arts 
Theatre/Dance 
Poltlcal Science 
PhycboJo&y 
Religious StudJes 
Socloloc 
StudJoAm 
Dance/l'berapy 
shot by some Vicelords and his 
family seemed to give up hope on 
him, but I didn't. 
I can't blame him for some of 
the things he's done because 
there have been times when I 
have actually considered selling 
drugs, because it's a fast way to 
make money. 
Sometimes I feel like his parole 
officer because I'll call him to 
make sure that he's not in jail. 
When I first found out he was 
selling crack, it hurt me. Since 
August he's been arrested at least 
five times but never convicted 
because he always goes by a 
different name. His arrests have 
ranged from drug possession to 
attempted murder. 
Our relationship has changed 
drastically over the past year, but 
the way we treat each other 
hasn't. Even though we don't 
talk and hang out together as 
often as we used to- I'll see 
him every couple of months, 
depending on if he gets arrested 
or not- I talk to him every 
couple of weeks as opposed to 
almost every day. 
I don't see why he takes the 
risk of living the lifestyle he 
docs. He has been beaten up by 
prison guards, shot at, kicked out 
of his home, robbed by the 
police, and arrested a lot of times. 
He has to worry about his life 
because of his job. Now he 
carries a gun with him. Last 
l.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil.l · year, I co ul dn 't even picture him 
with one. 
:···· ·::.'' '•' 
+ 
K~in French 
Doing it all 
by "saying 
anything'' 
By Culun Ponder, St.atr Writer, Whitney Young 
Photos by Otto Gonula 
Outspoken Kevin French divides time 
between studies, special ed kids 
evin French. a 17-year-old at Whimc) Young High S~.:hool. has 
defmllel} exceeded the lirrtits of the average teen. 
With an impresstve grade pomt average of 3.9, Ke\ m is 
president of the National Honor Society. 
Astde from bemg consJderably smart, Kcvm 's most R /6H T: Km11 
importam attribute 1s h1s compassion for the human race. tmlrts hiJ kidJ tlrt 
After school he works with disabled children at the fallllturttiiJ4lJ of 
Loyola Park Therapeutic Recreational program, v.hich 
was developed for memaJly and physically disabled 
children and adults. Kevin volunteered at the center for 
three years before geLling paid. 
Children in the program are taught socialization skills 
and fimess. They learn how to play games and do 
SIICCtr 111!11 01/str 
spom 
BELIW LCFT: 
Ar•i11 ofttlllltu 
Ollt -411-4/ltf •ntis 
hiJ tid.s 
) 
----
d1fferenr exercises. Some of the children arc emotionally d1sablcd, some are 
wheckhair-bound. and ~;omc arc have Do.,.,n·s Syndrome . .. 1 never feel 
·orry for the kids. To feel sorry for them about the wa> they arc ....,ould be 
like feeling sorry for someone who has red hair," Kevin said. 
After graduation Kevm hopes to attend the Univcrslt) of Wiscon ·mat 
Madison. From there, he would hkc to make a career out of spccutl educa-
tion. He feels that the tv.o biggest nece sit1c~ for the job are patlen~.;e and 
the ability to sec out of the eyes of children. "Pattl'nee is the biggest thing. 
The work should be fun for you. If 1t 1sn't, then it's time for somcthtng 
new," he said. 
Kcvm admits that the children arc not the only ones who benefit from the 
program. "Working w1th these kids has made me more honest. Bc~au.-;e the 
kids themselves arc so used to saying "'hnt's on thetr mind. I've goncn used 
to lt. Anything that comes 10 mmd, I just say 1t." 
We have been making Prom & Wedding dresses for over 
~9 years. Experience Is Important on your nlte to 
remember. V:Je are still accepting $50.00 down. no 
appointments necessary. Bring your pictures, drawings. 
and sketches. We have everything else ... fabrlcs.etc. 
(You still have plenty of time.) 
Sto~ Hours:l0:00~7:00~on.~Saiti&~l~lj:Oi0~4i:OiO~Siuin~. ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
RBOU£: Kt•in anJ 
Jr, a,·l5tant, Bill 
Srmpson lllll :..ith IJnt 
of lht chiiJrtn ahoUI 
lht day's arri¥tllt1 
FREE I 
PREGNAl~CY 
TESTING 
IMMEDIATE RESULTS 
{Te 1 results \1. · 11e vou \I,J.!Il 
• \ I emrc ron.'idemial 
• Converuenrappomtmems 
• _4-hour hotline 
CO\\'E\1t\ T 1 OC \JIO:"'S 
LOOP 
(312) 263-1576 
104 S Mtchigan Avenue 
(at Mldltgan & Monroe) 
SUB RBA;s 
(708) 885-1 ns 
709 E. Golf Road 
(nt Golf & Plum Grove Rd.) 
NEAR WEST 
(708) 383-4999 
715 Lake Street, Suite 104 
(one block east of oak Pari< Ave.) 
• 
PERSONALIZED 
EACH RING UNIQ~E, HAND-CRAFTED 
A. Names B Malcolm X C. Class-Rings 
D. Sweethearts E. Favorite Team F. Initials 
• The perfect expression of self & group Identity. 
• For churches. schoo!s, organlz~tlons. sororities. fraternities. etc. 
• Unequaled price/value per Item. Special group discounts. 
• All styles available In All metals: Gold, Sliver. Copper, Nickel 
Price range from $34.95 
Qaaslm Imports 
Call {312) 587-9955 Now! 
.. JACKETs •·· 
' • • • ' • ~ .. . 0 • • • 
ALL STYLES AND COLORS COMPLETE 
WITH LETTERING & EMBLEMS 
DIRECT FACTORY TO YOU 
GROUP DISCOUNTS 
NO MINIMUM ORDER 
•SCHOOLS •GROUPS 
• TEAMS • INDIVIDUAL 
• CHEERLEADERS 
SWEATERS- T-SHIRTS- SWEAT SHffiTS 
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE DESIGN KIT 
CHICAGO 
KNITTING MILLS 
463-1464 
3344 W. MONTROSE • CHICAGO 
~ 
.; 
I 
ALTER ego 
Illustration by Oliria ~laciulis 
~ L-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ SUDDENLYi FREDDIE REMEMBERS vV~AI HlE 
FoRGOT IHI5 MORN IN G .. 
terta1nment 
Mad Cobra brings new energy to reggae 
By Manin Patterson, Stalhniter, Columbia College 
wenty-four-year-old 
rive Jamaican Ewart 
rown (better known to his 
try to preach real ity, what people 
need to know.! symbolize peace," 
Cobra said. 
(having) no color segregation." 
Cobra says there's no compari-
son between him and popular fellow 
entertainer Shabba Ranks. "We're ans as Mad Cobra), is 
spewing a popular kind of venom 
with his debut album on Columbia 
Records "Hard to Wet, Easy to 
Dry," featuring songs like "flex 
Time to Have Sex" and his current 
single "Legacy." As a child, Cobra 
grew up in the countryside of 
Jamaica with his grandmother, then 
moved back to Kingston. He is 
currently residing in Kingston, but 
travels back and forth to the states. 
Cobra, or Kabra as the Jamai-
cans would say it, was given his 
nickname after a cartoon character 
on the G.I. Joe cartoon show. "I 
would draw that villain on the cover 
of my books. So when the teacher 
called on me, she didn't pronounce 
my name right, so she called me 
Cobra Since then, I've been called 
Cobra from friends." 
both pushing Reggae music. Shabba Mad Cobra ••••••••••••• 
Ranks is more of a big brother and _ 
I'm ~~~u~f~Y set ~e foundation Mlfilfd!Ca!/iftJaiM 
for reggae mustc, but tn (recent) c o c A - c o L A c o " c a a T s 1 a 1 1- s 
He began his career five years 
ago, but started singing profession-
ally three years ago. Cobra says he's 
an easygoing person, but when 
performing he gets crazy. "l always 
Cobra has passed the gold-
selling level on his first album on 
Columbia records. "I've sold over 
500,000 copies," he said.His favorite 
song is "Release" because he says 
the song his dealing with unity 
between black and white people and 
NE interview· Joey Lawrence 
"One of the luckiest 
guys" tests his luck 
on the music charts 
By K~b'shJwn Tyltr 
SlJtf writer 
Morgan Park 
!ready an accomplished 
actor, 16 year-old Joey 
Lawrence is now making a 
name for himself in music. 
Lawrence. who appears on the 
weekly television show .. Blossom;' 
viewed by more than 22 million 
written most of 
the songs on his 
first album with 
other talented 
ind1viduaJs such 
Joey Lawrence 
as: singer/composer Paula Abdul 
and Allen Rich who worked with 
James Ingram and Bobby Brown on 
their successful albums. 
Lawrence, who feels strongly 
about messages in his music says, 
years artists like Maxi Priest and 
Third World the rhythms are more 
up-tempo. If Mad Cobra wasn't 
entertaining, he would have berome 
an architect, doing blue prints or 
drawings. '1"he only thing that has 
changed about reggae," in recent 
years, he said, "is the rhythm like in 
Shabba Ranks' song, 'Slow and 
Sexy.' 
about what he does. He feels his 
success IS contributed to h1s fans . 
They keep htm going. "It gets 
overwhelming, but it never gets 
tiring. These people (fans) arc 
unbelievable." people, now has a 
self-entitled album, 
"Joey Lawrence." 
~~~~~~,~0~~ma Lawrence. however, 
docs not let hts 
success in the fields of 
acting and singmg 
affect h1s performance 
111 school. " I hove 
worked hard for 11 
La Nrence feels 
through singing, "I get 
to express how I feel 
personally," as 
opposed to acting, 
''I'm trying to create 
someone else." 
(Lawrence is influenced) by performers 
like Bobby Brown, Boyz II Men, Johnny 
Gill, Vanessa Williams, and other 
musicians associated with soul. 
~~~ -~,.,, 
Lawrence, who wrote his first 
single at age 11 called "Read My 
Eyes," says this has been a dream 
come true. 'This is something I've 
always wanted to do." Since writing 
his first song Lawrence has been 
composing music on the p1ano and 
wriung lyrics. He has also co 
" I'd rather write about how love 
makes you feel, than (ahout) trying 
to get a girl in bed." lie idol1zcs and 
is innuenccd 111 his style of music by 
performers hke Hobby Brown, Boyz. 
H Men, Johm1y Gill, Vanessa 
Williams, and other rnuSJCJ<.trls 
associated w1th soul 
Lawrence is very cnthusJasLJc 
years w1 th ull honors 
coursel>." I le says that college is 
definitely in his fu ture. 
Lawrence 1s very happy about his 
success. " You never reaii1C 
somctlung like th1s can happen," 
says Lawrence, '' I JUSt take it 
humbly and know that I'm one of 
the lu<..kiest guys." 
SATURDAY, MAY 8 
METRO 
SPECIAL 
GUESTS· GFIEEN JELLO PRO-PAIN 
nr.mn FRIDAY, MAY 21 
~ VIC THEATRE 
3145 N. SHEFFIELD 
CHICAGO 
7 30PM • ALL AGES 
TWO OF MEXICO'S HOTTEST ROCK BANDS! 
~~i~~f~ MALDITA VECINDAD 
SATURDAY, MAY 22 3730 N CLARK CHICAGO 
METRO 
TfCj(O ~ST'l!i:A. 
CASH ONLY AT 
CARSON PIRIE SCOTT, ROSE RECORDS. 
SOUND WAREHOUSE, TOW[ A 
RECORDS & HOT IIX lOCA!IONS 
7 30PM • ALL AGES 
----CHARGE - BY- PHONE: (312) 559-1212 
• FREE CONCERT HOTLINE: (312) 666-6667 
Summer fun takes "The Sandlot" to first base 
By Chanda Rowan, Morgan Park, City Edi tor/Features 
celebration of youth and summer baseball 
madness are two elements making "The 
Sandlot", a new comedy from Twentieth 
Century Fox, appealing. 
"The Sandlot" is the story of nine boys gathered 
together by a common love, baseball. 
It starLS out with Scotty (Tom Guiry), who moves 
into the neighborhood one summer with no friends. 
He is soon befriended by Benny "The Jet" Rodriguez 
(Mike Vi tar) who is the top ballplayer and leader of the 
sandlot group. 
The other kids in the group (Marty York, Brandon 
Adams, Patrick Renna, Shane Obcdzinski, Victor 
DiMania, Grant Gelt, and Chauncey Leopardi) don't 
readily accept Scotty. He starts off a horrible ball 
player, but after a while improves enough to gain the 
team's respect. 
The sandlot is a unifying element for the characters 
in the film. When ScaLLy accidentally brings his 
stepfather's Babe Ruth autographed ball out to play 
with, for instance, the kids hit it over the fence, and they 
have to confront the Beast, the notorious creature living 
on the other side of a fence separating the sandlot and 
his "lair." In their attempt to get the ball back, they 
meet the Beast's owner, and find that they have a mutual 
love of baseball. 
"The Sandlot" isn't sickeningly sweet, nor does it 
have to pull at the audience for a laugh by being silly 
and predictable. Take your younger brother or sister--
they should have fun visiting ''The Sandlot". 
Rating: out of live stars,*** 
(Above) PATRICK RENNA " I/ am" makes like the Babe . 
AT g 
•••••• 
(righl)VITAR and 
GVIRY "Benr.y and 
Scally" and JAMES 
EARL JONES is 
Mr. Mertle in 
"THE SANDLOT". 
(Above,/eft to righl) PATRJCK RENNA "Ham", GRANT CELT "Bertram", 
MIKE VITAR"Benny", CHAUNCEY LEOPARD/ "Squints" ,VICTOR 
DIMAITIA 'Timmy", MARTY YORK "Yeah-Yeah",SHANE OBEDZINSK/ 
iforground)"Repeat", BRANDON ADAMS "DeNunez" and TOM GVIRY 
"Scotty". 
HIT IT OR QUIT IT 
CHIC A co 
HOME JAM 
CHIC A G 0 'S HOMEBOY 
0~~AY199J 
Aries (Mar. 21-Aprill9) The first 
few days of the month may be 
difficulL Stay directed. A Libran 
keeps you balanced. 
Taurus (April20-May 20) Don't 
attempt new projects. Do things at 
your own pace. Another Tauran will 
find you exciting. 
Gemini (May 21-June 20) The 
later part of this month will be an 
excellent time for you. Defme terms 
aro present clear projection of 
yourself. You captivate a Leo. 
Cancer (June 21-July 22) Concen-
trate on fmding your own identity, 
originality, and independence this 
month. Your charm and sensitive 
nature will appeal to a Leo. 
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) You're 
rr <~dy for anything. An Aquarian 
will keep you entertained. 
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) You'll 
really shine of the 28th and the 29th 
of this month. You will be very 
popular with a Gemini. 
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct.22) You help 
someone who represents conflict 
alter their views. You will also help 
keep a Scorpio balanced. 
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) 
Focus on developing a positive 
relationship. You will be persuaded 
by a Cancer. You will be full of 
change this month. 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-.Dec. 21) You 
will be elevated around the 7th. You 
will also create a situation involving 
an Aries and a Libra. 
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) 
Eccentricities and clouded judge-
ment surfaces. A Gemini assists in 
making clear- cut decisions. 
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) 
Adjustments should be made at 
home. A Scorpio finds you very 
attractive and indulges your whims. 
Pisces (Feb.19-Mar. 20) Look for 
an tmique project to keep you busy 
this month. Communicate and read 
to enhance your potential. An Aries 
and a Libra play a big role in your 
life this month as well. 
Thank you! 
To everyone who entered our 
Celebrating New Expressions 
art, poetry and video contest 
Winners will be announced in our special 
Celebrating New Expressions supplement 
in June appearing in both 
New Expression and the Chicago Sun-Times 
& stay tuned for CNE's contest winners to be featured 
on WPWR Channel 50. 
Send check or money order for $11.50 along 
with this coupon and help is on its way 
Name _____________________________ __ 
Address ___________________________ __ 
City State Zip _____ _ 
Birthday ____________________ _ 
B 1rlh Lime ______________________ _ 
Btrlh place _____________________ _ 
P.O. Box 55-8328 
Chicago IL 60655 
PORTSLINE 
Intramural sports -The \vay to get everyone in the ga1ne 
Earnest WeaJherby, Sports Editor 
By Earnest Weatherby, 
Sports Editor 
thletes and dreamers all 
have visions of hitting the winning 
homer in the ninth inning,making the 
thunderous spike to make the score 
16-14 in the volleyballtoumamcnl, or 
having sense enough to not call time 
out when there are none remaining 
and knocking down the three-pointer 
at the buzzer, icing the championship 
for their tcam.Chieago Public School 
students often have these visions with 
them when they go to school. But 
they go to gym class to show off 
their talenLls this enough? Not 
usually.So when tryouts come 
around and the dreamer doesn't quite 
fill the bill of an athlete, where does 
he turn? He could do a number of 
things. 
•switch sports 
• drop aJhletics altogether and 
play the oboe 
• hillhe streets and become a hood All 
this becausehecouldn 'tmake the cut? ... 
Not fair. Not fair at all. Nope. Not at all 
. However, one more option schools 
can defer to is Intramural athletics. 
OK, so you might not know what that 
is, but just hold your horses, I'm getting 
there. Intramural athletics arc sports 
played with teams within the school 
competing against one another as op-
posed to competing against other 
schools. Why do this? 
•It /cups people interested in 
the sporlthey couldn't make 
the team for. 
A rental it ain't. 
• 
70 E. Lake • Suite 815 • Chicago, IL 60601 '(312) 641-NEWS 
Break the 
rules this 
prom. 
Buy-A-Tux offers 
top-name, 
designer tuxedos 
and hundreds 
of usual and 
unusual formal 
accessories. 
All at discount 
prices. So thts 
prom don't be 
one of the 
crowd. Rnd 
yourself at 
Buy-A·TUX. 
BUY-A-TUX 
FORMAL WEAR 
Roosevelt Rd. 
from Chernin's Shoes) 
•It /cups people from 
"running the struts" 
•It could start a tradition, 
which could create revenue 
•It could bring schools 
together with the spirit of 
good competition 
How do we do it, then? 
That's the hard pan. Many obstae les 
block the start of a system, but with a 
little determination, intelligence and 
persistence, it can be done. 
Here's how: 
• Try 10 find enough people to 
do it. Teams needplayers. 
• Try 10 find space for the sport. 
• Take the proposal to the 
athletic department to see if 
you can get officials to 
supervise events. If the 
aJhletic department can't get 
any ask the principal if 
any faculty would do it. 
Parents might do it. Heck, 
you could get those lazy, good 
for-nothing hall monitors 10 do il. 
Where docs the money come 
from?You. You pay for your own 
teams and jerseys just like in 
YMCA's and park groups. This 
~ouldraise revenue for referees, 
scorekeepers, trophies, awards, 
officials' salaries, insurance policies 
for the gym, as well as money 
straight to the athletic department. 
Tickets could even be sold to games 
or contests (dtm.k, three-point 
shootouts). This way, nothing comes 
out of the Board's pocket. You'll 
control the game. 
In the long run, it could be like a 
minor league, or other sort of sport 
subdivision. You play pick-up 
games all the time, why not add to it 
by making it more organized and 
consequently more prestigious? 
So for the dreamers who feel 
cheated because they can't play the 
sport they want to because some guy 
recruits kids from grarnmer achool, 
or because the sport doesn't exist 
interscholastically (between other 
schools), intramural sports are for 
them. They give a chance to slow 
skills and have fun ... which could 
have what you wanted in the first 
place! 
Now, you've read my proposal, 
it's up to you to decide whether you 
want to make it happen. If you are 
confused just ask yuourself this 
question (if you're not on a team).lf 
there was a way you could play your 
sport within the school (as opposed 
to against other schools), would 
you? Try to find that way with 
intramural athletics or be condemned 
to be just a spectator. 
